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Editors’ note
As mathematicians, we enjoy a community where the passion, wonder, and beauty of our discipline
is shared from student to professor, professor to student, and colleague to colleague. Few excelled
at communicating this passion like Jim Totten. Thus, it is natural that our community’s desire to
honour Jim’s legacy led to the conference Sharing Mathematics – A tribute to Jim Totten. The
idea of a conference was first proposed at the 2008 articulation meeting of the British Columbia
Committee on the Undergraduate Programme in Mathematics and Statistics (BCCUPMS). The
event itself took place from May 13 – 15, 2009 on the tail of the 2009 articulation meeting at
Thompson Rivers University (TRU). The participants included students, colleagues, professors, and
friends from Kamloops and beyond.
The organizational efforts of Fae DeBeck provided the spark for making this event a reality.
Fae’s leadership received generous support from many others including the TRU community, in
particular, the Department of Mathematics and Statistics chaired by Shane Rollans. Generous
funding was provided from the many sponsors indicated on the back cover. The assistance of
Megan Griffiths at NSERC Pacific and the support of their Regional Opportunities Fund is most
appreciated.
This publication is unusual in that it resembles proceedings in form, yet in substance is
different. While the core of the publication connects directly to the Sharing Mathematics conference,
a space has been provided for anecdotes presented in a spirit that offer tribute to Jim Totten. The
writing here also represents a record of the May 2009 gathering and hence, the editors have organized
the presentation to meet these dual roles. Consequently, there is a great variety in the form of the
submissions. We have endeavoured to maintain authors’ individual stylistic choices rather than
imposing a uniform format for the entire collection.
The first two sections consist of the three plenary talks and a set of contributed papers
respectively. The latter contributions feature writing that corresponds to various presentations at
the conference, with the exception of an article by Clint Lee on the British Columbia Secondary
School Mathematics Contest. This is reprinted (with the permission of the Canadian Mathematical
Society) from the September 2009 issue of Crux Mathematicorum with Mathematical Mayhem, a
special issue dedicated to Jim Totten. Copies of this special issue are being provided, along with
this collection, to all participants from Sharing Mathematics – A tribute to Jim Totten.
The third section blends tributes and anecdotes about Jim with reflections on aspects of the
conference. The concluding section serves primarily as a record of the event with the program and
abstracts, a list of participants and acknowledgments of the sponsoring organizations.
As co-editors of this publication we are grateful to others who have helped with this effort.
Sheryl Bowie and Susan Kinniburgh, undergraduate students about to graduate at TRU, have
assisted with the process. Robb Fry has offered support with aspects of the manuscript. We
gratefully acknowledge the use of photographs from George Ballinger, Don DesBrisay, Susan Milner,

v

and Adriana Stefan. The TRU printshop helped with the final layout and, of course, the printing
of the document.
Those of us who were present in May 2009 know that a written record can not tell the whole
story. This publication, made possible through the written contributions of others, is a sincere effort
on our part to represent Sharing Mathematics – A tribute to Jim Totten in a written form that
respects the contributors within a spirit of honouring Jim Totten, his family, and friends. Lynne
Totten and other family members were among those present for part of the conference. It is this
sense of community and outreach that was important to Jim. The initiative taken to facilitate
Sharing Mathematics has sent out a ripple as the 2010 BCCUPMS host, Simon Fraser University,
will host Sharing Math 2010 – Towards student engagement. This extension of professional and
social conversations around mathematics is a tribute to Jim, one who loved sharing mathematics.

Rick Brewster
John Grant McLoughlin
May 2010
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Sharing Mathematics – A tribute to Jim Totten
May 13-15, 2009, Thompson Rivers University

A MATHEMATICAL MUSING: WONDER, ELEGANCE AND
BEAUTY OF NUMBERS
John Grant McLoughlin
University of New Brunswick

Personal note
I open with gratitude for the privilege of having been invited to offer the public lecture
that opens this conference. A gift has been given to me and it is my intention to offer
this talk today in a spirit that respects such an honour. I am particularly grateful for the
presence of Lynne Totten and longtime friends and colleagues of Jim Totten here among
us today. The title of the talk speaks to wonder, elegance, and beauty. These ideas will
be shared through problems, anecdotes, stories and puzzles. The spirit will be playful.

1

The 1089 Problem

Begin by writing down three different digits. It is clearer if you refrain from using zero, though it
can be used. Now arrange the three digits to form the largest and smallest numbers possible. For
example, if you select 2, 8, and 3, then you would write 832 and 238. Find the positive difference
between these numbers. Take this result (difference) and reverse the order of the digits to form its
reversal. Finally, add the result to the reversal.
Aha! We all get the same number, namely, 1089. Mathematical puzzles and tricks are
playful. While at an elementary stage it is appropriate to simply leave it as seemingly magical, it is
important later to invite understanding of the mathematics. Why are we getting 1089 regardless of
which three digits were selected initially? Let us follow through an example first.
Using the 2, 3, and 8 above, we would have subtracted 238 from 832 giving a difference of
594. Then 594 would be added to 495 giving 1089. Note that the numbers in the tens’ column of
the largest and smallest numbers will always be identical as the middle number remains unchanged
in the ordering of the digits. However, the hundreds’ digit in the largest number becomes the ones’
digit in the smallest number. Similarly, the ones’ digit in the largest number becomes the hundreds’
digit in the smallest number. Here some algebra can be used to illustrate the idea with the three
digits a, b, and c where a > b > c. The resulting difference will be represented as 99(a−c). Returning
to our example, observe that 8 − 2 = 6 and hence, the difference was 99 × 6, or 6 less than 600.
−

100a +
100c +

10b + c
10b + a
99(a − c)

This result of 99(a − c) is equivalent to 100(a − c − 1) + 90 + 10 − (a − c), which becomes a
three digit number of the form [a − c − 1][9][10 + c − a] where [ ] denotes the respective place value,
Corresponding author: johngm@unb.ca
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as in 100(a − c − 1) + 10(9) + 1(10 + c − a). When this number is reversed and added to the original
number, we get the following sum:
a−c−1
+ 10 + c − a
9

9
9
18

10 + c − a
a−c−1
9

Regrouping the 18 tens to be one hundred plus eight tens gives the result of 1089.
Before leaving this interesting number, 1089, multiply 1089 by 9. The product of 9801 is a
reversal of 1089. Only one other four-digit number when multiplied by a single digit gives a reversal
of itself.

2

Another Four Digit Reversal

Find the four digit number ABCD for which ABCD × 4 = DCBA. (Note that A, B, C, and D are
distinct digits with A 6= 0.)
A B C D
× 4
D C B A
As a teacher, I used to use puzzles and challenges freely as sources of entertainment. Perhaps
the most significant aspect of growth in my mathematical teaching has come from a sharp shift away
from puzzles as simply sources of fun in class. Rather I have learned patience to wait to share that
puzzle until later in the year, for example, as it would fit nicely with the teaching of a topic. The
place of recreational mathematics has not diminished in my class. Rather it has deepened through
intertwining it with intentionality on my part, in contrast to simply recreation. It may appear
similar to students, though unknowingly to them my own awareness of why it is being shared on
a given day enriches the pedagogical value of the experience. I note this particular problem is an
excellent teaching problem. Few students can solve it alone without resorting to trial and error,
often exhaustively. Meanwhile, the insights of a class collectively can address the problem using
number sense. Let us do that here.
Any observations? (insights shared from audience) The value of A is not more than 2 because
multiplying by 4 we need the product to remain below 10, 000. Also, A must be even because D × 4
ends in A. Therefore, A must be 2 (as A 6= 0). What else do we know? D must be 8 or 9 since we
have at least 2000 × 4. But D × 4 ends in 2, and so D must be 8. (Note others may suggest D being
3 but the reasoning about D being at least 8 makes this impossible.)
Given A = 2 and D = 8, what else is known? Since 8 × 4 = 32, there is a carry of 3 being
brought over to C × 4 (an even number), thus making B odd. Note that 2BC8 × 4 < 9000 and
since B is odd, it must be 1. Now we have only C to figure out. It can readily be determined that
(4 × C + 3) ends in 1. Hence, C = 2 or 7. The argument that C = 7 can be made using the fact
that A = 2 and C is different. Note that DCBA > 2100 × 4 = 8400, and hence, C must not be 2.
The beauty of mathematics takes many forms. Here is an interlude in the form of a Shel
Silverstein poem entitled Smart.
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SMART
My dad gave me one dollar bill
’Cause I’m his smartest son,
And I swapped it for two shiny quarters
’Cause two is more than one!
And then I took the quarters
And traded them to Lou
For three dimes - I guess he don’t know
That three is more than two!
Just then, along came old blind Bates
And just ’cause he can’t see
He gave me four nickels for my three dimes.
And four is more than three!
And I took the nickels to Hiram Coombs
Down at the seed-feed store,
And the fool gave me five pennies for them,
And five is more than four!
And then I went and showed my dad,
And he got red in the cheeks
And closed his eyes and shook his head Too proud of me to speak!

3

More Multiplication

Consider the product of 12345679 and any two-digit number on the nine times’ table. Suppose we
take 12345679 × 63. We find the result to be 777, 777, 777. Beautiful mathematics and the place of
pattern can be brought forth in seemingly routine exercises when the examples are selected carefully.
What is going on in this particular case?
Observe that 12345679 × 9 = 111, 111, 111 (multiplication carried out). Hence, the product
of 12345679 and 63 will be 7 times that amount, namely, 777, 777, 777. If you had selected 27 rather
than 63, the result would have featured all threes.
Other forms of multiplication including Vedic and lattice methods were shown.

4

Difference Square

Begin with a square form having circles in each corner along with circles midway along each side of
the square. Place any four numbers in the corner circles. Proceed to find the (positive) difference
between adjacent entries and place these results in the middle circles. Construct a similar figure
using these differences as the corners of a new square. Continue this process nesting squares inside
one another until the differences all become 0. If the picture is becoming crowded it is fine to end the
nesting process when the differences all become identical nonzero values. The start of an example
follows. Continuing the process one will find a common difference of 15, and finally 0 is obtained.
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53

36
24

17
39

12

75

41

5

51

92

Pick and Find a Number

Kirk, John (Ciriani), Fae, Sonja and Peter are seated in a circular arrangement. Each person selected
a number. The neighbours then added their numbers together and the results are shown. What was
John’s number?

63

Kirk
71

Peter

Sonja

48
80

Fae
90

John

Time was provided to solve this challenge and several people found John’s number to be 57.
There are various ways of solving this problem. Two of them are shared here. They both illustrate
how John’s number can be found without solving for any of the other numbers. Both approaches
use the fact that twice the sum of the five selected numbers equals 71 + 80 + 90 + 48 + 63, or 352.
Hence, the sum of the five numbers is 176.
The first approach excludes John’s number from a sum of the other four numbers. Leaving
John’s number out, the total of the remaining four numbers is 71 + 48 (that is, Kirk + Sonja added
to Fae + Peter). Hence, John’s number must be 176 − (71 + 48) = 57.
Alternatively, we can represent all numbers in terms of John’s number, J. Proceeding
clockwise we represent Fae as (90 − J) followed by Peter as (J − 42), Kirk as (105 − J), and Sonja
as (J − 34). The sum of all five numbers must be 176. Then the value of J is found by solving for
J in the equation:
J + (90 − J) + (J − 42) + (105 − J) + (J − 34) = 176
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Interlude with Nine Times Table

Keeping with multiplication by 9, it is time for a story about a boy named Johnny. Johnny had a
quiz on his 9 times table and he did not know his tables well.
1×9
2×9
3×9
4×9
5×9
6×9
7×9
8×9
9×9

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

9
18
27
36
45
54
63
72
81

Johnny knew 1 × 9 = 9 and then he was stuck. He proceeded to count the number of tables
he did not know, 1, 2, 3, and so on to 8. Upon reaching the bottom, he proceeded upwards to
double-check his counting: 1, 2, 3, and so on to 8. His teacher had always told him to double-check
his work. He was surprised how well he did on the quiz.

7

A Picture of Multiplication

Prior to leaving multiplication, I share a pictorial approach to the topic. Begin with a circle numbered
from 0 to 9 with 0 and 5 at the top and bottom respectively, as shown. These digits represent the
final digit (the ones’ place) of the numbers. Suppose we draw out the 3 times table. Beginning at 0,
imagine ten people around the circle and the path taken by a beanbag being tossed from one person
to another. 1 × 3 = 3, so the path goes from 0 to 3, and then on to 6, 9, 2 (since 12 ends in 2),
5, 8, 1, 4, 7, 0 before repeating itself. The diagram below shows this picture. Indeed it is a different
representation of the 3 times table.

0
9

1

8

2

7

3
6

4
5

Imagine for a moment what the 7 times table would look like. (Upon reflection one realizes
it will produce the same picture with reversed arrows.) The pictures for the 3 and 7 times tables will
be identical. That is because our number system is based on 10. Hence, going forward 3 lands one in
the same place as going backward 7. Similarly, other complements of 10 will have identical diagrams
constructed in opposite directions, such as 1 and 9, for example. The pictures also illustrate the
simple nature of the patterns for 1, 5, 9, and 10 – tables that are easy to learn.

8
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Counting Rectangles

How many rectangles appear on a standard 8 × 8 checkerboard?
This problem is one of three problems at the core of Combinatorial Explorations, a Canadian
Mathematical Society (CMS) publication authored by Richard Hoshino and John Grant McLoughlin.
The publication grew out of work with high school teachers in Atlantic Canada. The topic of
combinatorics took a place in the secondary curriculum though few teachers had worked with this
area of mathematics. The CMS supported us in offering workshops ranging from an evening to two
full days, along with sessions with prospective teachers. I share this problem here as it connects to
the spirit of outreach and problem solving for which Jim Totten was well respected in this community.
Teachers at these workshops were given ample time to play with this problem in groups.
Upon introduction of the problem, participants would be asked to count the number of rectangles
on smaller boards, specifically up to 4 × 4. We would ensure that everyone present agreed there were
9 rectangles on a 2 × 2 board as a starting point. Usually people would count all 36 rectangles on a
3 × 3 board and then finally figure there are actually 100 rectangles on a 4 × 4 board. This is where
I would like to begin our consideration of the problem.
Consider the numbers 1, 9, 36, 100 as the first four terms of a sequence, in which we would
like to know the eighth term. Looking for a pattern, two observations are commonly made. Some
see that the terms are all perfect squares, and not just any perfect squares, but rather the squares
of 1, 1 + 2, 1 + 2 + 3, and 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 respectively. Others notice that the terms are increasing by
perfect cubes as 1 + 8 = 9, 9 + 27 = 36, and 36 + 64 = 100. Both suggest the same result for the
eighth term. However, the attention here will be given to the curious connection that apparently
exists between the sum of cubes and the squares of sums of digits. That is, it seems like the following
equality holds:
(1 + 2 + 3 + · · · + n)2 = 13 + 23 + 33 + · · · + n3 .
Rather than approaching the question through a formal method like mathematical induction,
a visual explanation is offered here for n = 4, as the diagram for more than four squares is not
practical to draw here. (The mathematics extending the idea to the general case is shared in the
publication.)
1
2×2

3×3

4×4
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Consider the area of the large square as it appears from the outside and as a sum of the
pieces that make up its interior. The area from the outside is clearly (1 + 2 + 3 + 4)2 . On the inside
the large square appears to be made up of four L-shapes. First, there is one 1 × 1 square. Then
there are two 2 × 2 squares as the two 1 × 2 rectangles can be combined to produce the second 2 × 2
square. Then there are three 3 × 3 squares, and four 4 × 4 squares (combining two 2 × 4 rectangles
to make the fourth). The sum of the areas of these L-shapes is given by
1(1 × 1) + 2(2 × 2) + 3(3 × 3) + 4(4 × 4).
Hence, we have
(1 + 2 + 3 + 4)2 = 13 + 23 + 33 + 43 .
This to me is an example of beautiful mathematics!

9

Related anecdote

This problem has a story associated with it from my own experience. Nabil Shalaby, a combinatorialist in the math department at Memorial University of Newfoundland, brought a problem to me in
the hallway one day. He mentioned a contest problem he had seen asking for the number of squares
on a checkerboard. In response, I told him that is not a problem for me as it is too familiar. In
contrast, he did not know how to approach the problem but said how it would be straight forward
if the problem had asked for the number of rectangles. I said something like, “Now that would be
a problem for me”. Nabil proceeded to explain why that would so simple to solve in his case. He
pointed out how each board consists of nine vertical and nine horizontal lines. Each rectangle is
the unique result of choosing two of nine vertical lines and two of
 nine
 horizontal lines. Hence, the
number of rectangles is “9 choose 2” times “9 choose 2”, or 92 92 = 1296. (You can check that
this is the value of the eighth term in the sequence also.) This experience was a lesson in problem
solving. Two seemingly similar problems in form actually can be perceived as a problem to one
mathematician and not to another, and vice-versa. Fortunately none of the teachers in the math
workshops knew of this challenge with counting rectangles as anything else but a problem to be
solved.

10

Interesting Numbers

Before shifting into the closing segment of the talk, I would like to bring attention to some more
interesting numbers. Playing with numbers has been a pastime and the curiosities that emerge from
errors, patterns, and peculiar observations contribute to my own sense of wonder with respect to
numbers. Many numbers have interesting qualities or characteristics. Here are a few such numbers
or patterns.
Kaprekar’s number is 6174. Observe that 7641 − 1467 = 6174. That is, the largest four
digit number formed by the digits reduced by the smallest four digit number formed by the digits
gives the number itself. In fact, if you begin with any four different digits and arrange them to form
the largest number and then the smallest, take the difference, and repeat with the new four digit
result (using 0 as a leading digit of a four digit number if the result is less than 1000), and continue,
the process will always result in 6174.
Bruce Shawyer introduced me to another play on numbers with a problem that was posed
in a math challenge for middle school students in Newfoundland and Labrador. Students had a
few weeks to prepare their responses to such a challenge as there would be many solutions. The

10
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challenge was to represent numbers by using only their own digits and any mathematical operations
and symbols, such as 25 = 52 . Other examples are offered here:
36 = 3! × 6
√

729 = 9 2+7
125 = 51+2
216 = 61+2
144 = 4! × (4 − 1)!
Let us shift attention to solve a problem that builds upon this idea. Find values a and b for
which 2a9b = 2a × 9b . We can readily solve this problem here with a bit of number sense. Observe
first that b must be even (since there is no power of 9 in the 2000’s). The value of b is not 0 either
as no power of 2 ends in 0. Try b = 2. Then we find that 81 × 32 = 2592 works giving a = 5 and
b = 2. It can be verified that this result is unique. Any larger even value of b will produce a power
of 9 exceeding 3000.
Here is another numerical curiosity one may wish to consider:
r
r
2
2
2 =2
3
3
q
q
The example is not unique, as there is a family of values that can be found for which a bc = a bc .
This example, introduced to me about twenty years ago by Jack Weiner from University of Guelph,
is a suitable algebraic challenge for senior secondary and undergraduate mathematics students.
Seemingly errant mathematical work can be enriching when approached from the perspective of an
investigation as to when the seemingly errant work actually produces mathematically valid results.
Awkward cancellation of numbers can produce puzzling results with fractions as in the cases
of
46 9
4 16
1
19
1
= ,
= , and
= .
6 98
8 64
4
95
5
Note that these examples can be extended to more blatant cases such as 4999/9998 = 4/8 or
1999999/9999995 = 1/5 by carefully adding more identical digits to the numerator and denominator.

11

Tribute to Jim Totten

Hiking
Another example of the way numbers work comes through in a problem about hiking - one of Jim’s
passions.
Clint hikes along a trail to a lookout and returns along the same route. He walks at a
speed of 3 km/h on uphill stretches, 6 km/h on downhill stretches, and 4 km/h on flat
sections. What is Clint’s average speed (km/h) for the entire hike?
The intrigue comes from the fact that the problem contains sufficient information. Why? Clint would
walk twice as long uphill as downhill, thus, giving an average speed (km/h) of (2 × 3 + 6)/3 = 4 on
the hilly stretches — exactly the same as on the flat sections!
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Hockey Stick Identity
Jim’s love of hockey merits mention here. (A chalkboard with Pascal’s triangle written upon it is
rolled out from behind a curtain.)
The figure commonly referred to as Pascal’s triangle contains numerous patterns. The
Fibonacci numbers appear, as do powers of 11, and various other arrangements. However, it is the
hockey stick identity that would be special to Jim. Begin with any 1 on the outside of the figure and
proceed down diagonally any distance before making a 90 degree turn to make a short blade for the
hockey stick. The numbers along the shaft will always add up to that solitary number on the blade.
The diagram below illustrates this idea. If the hockey stick is needed to shoot in the other direction,
then one can orient the hockey stick accordingly beginning on the opposite side of the figure. The
hockey stick identity is discussed further in Combinatorial Explorations.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

12

4

6

8

6

15

1
4

10
20

35
56

1
3

10

21
28

2
3

5

7

1

1
5

15
35

70

1
6

21
56

1
7

28

1
8

1

Ruler Problem

The September 2009 issue of CRUX Mathematicorum with Mayhem is a special issue dedicated to
the memory of Jim Totten. One of the features of this issue is a collection of problems to appear in
Mayhem. My own contribution is a problem that I recall posing to Jim, who was unfamiliar with it.
He was intrigued by the problem and in due course would have attempted to solve it. Here I share
the ‘ruler problem’.
An unmarked ruler is known to be exactly 6 cm in length. It would be possible to
measure exactly all integral lengths of centimetres using only 2 markings, as shown, at
1 and 4 cm respectively. (Note: 2 = 6 − 4; 3 = 4 − 1; and 5 = 6 − 1.)

1

4

Suppose that an unmarked ruler is known to be exactly 30 cm in length. Determine the
minimum number of markings required to exactly measure all possible integral lengths
from 1 to 29 cm inclusive.
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Conclusion

Thank you for the opportunity to share mathematics with you in this special spirit and place. In
closing, I will share a poem written by Eleanor Farjeon.
Numbers
There are Hundreds of Numbers. They mount up so high
That if you could count every star in the sky
From the Tail of the Bear to the Waterman’s Hat,
There still would be even more Numbers than that!
There are Thousands of Numbers. So many there be,
That if you could count every drop in the sea
From the Mexican Gulf to the Lincolnshire Flat,
There still would be even more Numbers than that!
There are Millions of Numbers. So many to spare,
That if you could count every insect in air,
The moth, the mosquito, the bee and the gnat,
There still would be even more Numbers than that!
There’s no end to Numbers! But don’t be afraid!
There are only Ten out of which they are made,
Learn from Nought up to Nine and the rest will come pat,
For the Number of Numbers all come out of that!
Eleanor Farjeon
(The Children’s Bells, pp. 84-85)
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HANDS-FREE TEACHING
Jennifer Hyndman
University of Northern British Columbia
Stand up. Think about a mathematics class that you teach or have taken.
Mime what the instructor of the class does. . . . Now imagine that the instructor
is wearing boxing gloves. Sit down if the instructor has to change their teaching
technique.
The above is how I started my presentation at the conference Sharing Mathematics – A
tribute to Jim Totten. Almost everyone sat down. Upon surveying the group still standing, the one
technique that was mimed that really needed no change was pointing at people and asking them to
speak.
In July 1994 I joined the faculty at a small, brand new university, the University of Northern
British Columbia. By January 1995 I had developed a work related repetitive stress injury. Over
several years, the injury progressively worsened until I lost the normal use of my hands and thought
I might have to quit being a university faculty member. Fortunately, with a reduced workload,
therapy, voice-recognition software, braces, and highly supportive students, colleagues and staff, I
regained much of the use of my hands and kept my position. This article is based on the talk I gave
at the Sharing Mathematics conference. It is a survey of some of the teaching strategies I tried when
I lost the normal use of my hands.
Another discussion exercise that I conducted in my conference presentation was as follows:
Think for a minute about what you would do if you had to prepare and
teach a class and suddenly could not write (or even hold a pen) for more than a few
minutes at a time.
Pair up with someone for a couple of minutes to talk about this.
Share with the group what you discussed.
This “think, pair, share” activity led to a number of suggestions about what could be
done, as well as questions on how much to imagine limiting the use of hands. In my reality, at
the worst point, I could barely type, or write, and lifting up a first-year textbook was beyond my
abilities. I have taken scissors to more than one textbook in order to reduce the weight to something
manageable. I would then take the relevant ten pages of the textbook to class.
Ideas that were suggested included:
• have groups present to the class;
• assign blackboard exercises to students;
• rely on the textbook;
• hire a student to write on the board;
• hire a student to typeset notes; or
• have a colleague come into the class and assist.
Corresponding author: hyndman@unbc.ca
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During the talk I was fascinated by the idea of bringing my colleagues into my class and
having them help me. This is something I never thought of doing even though, in retrospect, I know
they would have been willing. I did try out several other ideas that were suggested by the audience,
as well as, some not mentioned. Descriptions of my adventures with teaching with minimal hand
usage follow starting with large, first-year classes and moving through the undergraduate curriculum
to small, fourth-year classes.

1

Information distribution in first year classes.

When I was a student, every class I attended was taught with chalk on a blackboard. As a graduate
student I had a class where the professor was innovative – he handed out the entire course’s lecture
at the beginning of the semester and then wrote the notes on the blackboard from memory.
Today the use of an online system like WebCT/Blackboard is taken for granted. In 1997 I
was an early adopter of WebCT at UNBC and for several years my course was one of the university’s
most complex shells. In this endeavour I had the support of Lynda Williams, from the Centre for
Teaching and Learning, and Erin Beveridge, one of UNBC’s first undergraduate students. Erin was
hired to turn my handwritten notes for Calculus I into two different types of documents.
My primary need was to not have to write in class. As I will discuss below, I simply quit
writing in upper year classes. The minimal amount of writing I could do would all happen in my
first year class. Erin’s first task was to create transparencies with most of my lecture already written
out. “All” I did in class was fill in material on the transparencies. I could have had Erin typeset all
of the examples and calculations but I felt that I had to write out calculations. For example, before
starting a problem, I always asked students what technique to use and followed their lead whenever
possible. (This is why I do not use PowerPoint-like packages.) Erin wrote these notes in LATEX as
this provides the best type-setting for complex mathematics.
Students quickly started asking for copies of my transparencies so Erin devised a process involving scripts to create large-font transparencies for class and small-font html pages for distribution
on WebCT, and then later as packaged lecture notes.
In addition to lecture notes, we devised a process to use the quiz capabilities of WebCT so
I would not have to mark quizzes. Homework, old exams, and anything else that students might
have asked me to write about were put in the shell.
I have kept these ideas and each first year course that I teach is developed as a blended
course with WebCT/Blackboard.

2

Things not to do in third year.

The students who suffered the most from my efforts to cope were those in my third-year Abstract
Algebra class. I had previously taught the course by writing on overhead transparencies in class.
I had kept the transparencies so that I knew exactly what I had done. When I had to figure out
how to teach this class I looked at the transparencies and said to myself they will do. I simply
re-used them and talked about what was on each transparency. In order to understand why this was
such a bad idea, imagine the worst hand-writing you can, written with fine erasable pens, stored
carelessly, and displayed several times. My pages were full of side-notes and scribbles in multiple
colours, accidental erasures, and the occasional incomplete thought. I used these notes for several
years. Each year I only rewrote the very worst of the pages from the previous year. Interestingly,
the only year that the students complained about the notes was the year that I did not explain what
had happened to me. (To all of the students who took this course: I am sorry! )
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(Mis)adventures in fourth year.

Despite my misgivings about how I dealt with my third-year course, I am really happy that I quit
teaching fourth-year courses in favour of having the students do all of the work. I will elaborate on
what I mean by this. Of the things I have tried, I will start with what I have kept and finish with
what I discarded. I actually learned the most from what I have chosen to discard.
After a couple of years of trying many things in fourth year courses, I settled on using a
lecture framework that the students use to assist them in doing all of the lecturing. During the
classes I sit at the back of the room and orchestrate the environment until the students no longer
need me. A typical lecture framework for a course consists of an eighteen-page document which is a
relatively terse list of instructions about what material to discuss. The last page is the list of which
student is lecturing on what sections. I created the frameworks by considering what material I had,
in previous years, lectured about and making a note about every concept, example, theorem, proof,
definition, and idea I wanted to include. As the sample from a framework below illustrates, my
instructions are quite terse. It is up to the student lecturer to talk to me to determine what they
should say.
Homework:
Hw 1. Read Chapter 4.

4.1 Polynomial Arithmetic and the Division Algorithm
Page 81: Define polynomial with coefficients in R.
Page 81: Ask what x is.
Page 81: Theorem 4.1 with no proof.
Page 82: Define coefficient and indeterminate and introduce the notation R[x].
Page 83: Define polynomial addition and polynomial multiplication.
Page 84: Define leading coefficient and degree.
Example: Discuss the (lack of) degree of the polynomial 0R .
Page 84: Theorem 4.2 and proof.
Page 84: Corollary 4.3 and proof.
Example: Show that the equality of Theorem 4.2 might not hold in a ring with zero
divisors.
Example: Explain which inequality of Theorem 4.2 always holds.
Page 85: Theorem 4.4 and proof.
Discuss the presentation with Dr. J in advance.
Possibly no proof.

Homework:
Hw 1. Page 88 Problems 3,6,7,10,14b,18.

This style of class does have the expected problems. Some students are utterly terrified of
speaking in class. They try to stand with their back to the room, write badly on the board and
whisper. Other students try to avoid coming to me in advance and get into the classroom with
misunderstandings about the mathematics. Some prepare entire lectures before realizing they are
required to follow the framework provided. A bad lecture provided by a student who does not
understand the material does not help the other students in the class at all. Some classes have
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extremely weak students and extremely strong students all at once. I sometimes spend hours with
a student helping them to prepare for a one hour lecture. With all of the possibilities for things to
go wrong and the increased work on my part, one might wonder why I still use this technique in all
my fourth year classes even though now I could probably write in class if I wanted to. I will try to
explain.
The biggest reason for continuing this style of course is the students’ response to it. Many
come back after taking a course and say that they learned the most about the material that they
presented. They often take a second course from me because they like the presentation style of the
classes. Even the students who are frightened at first come back. I think that they also like learning
about teaching which is also a big component of these courses.
When I first started running courses this way I had already had experience with very weak
students giving presentations and I was deeply concerned about ensuring every student got the most
they could out of my courses. I needed to have the student lecturers learn about lecturing as well as
about mathematics. These courses start with a lecture from me about how to give a good lecture. I
also provide information on how to critique other’s work constructively. I carefully choose a confident
and bright student for the first lecture and proceed to interrupt their lecture every time they do
something with respect to lecturing that could be improved. During the course we end up discussing
how to write on a blackboard without wasting space; how to write in a straight line; what to do
if you are short; what direction to face when you are speaking; how to tell if the class is following
the lecture; how to ask questions of the class that elicit answers other than yes or no; and how to
effectively rephrase and express the idea you are boring me.
One of the aids that I use in ensuring student awareness of the above ideas is the yellow
sheet. This is a yellow handout that three students fill in every class and sign. I collect the sheets,
read them for appropriateness, and return them to the student lecturer. The yellow sheets help the
lecturer know if they are effectively communicating with the class. The questions on the yellow sheet
currently are:
1. What was the key point in this lecture?
2. What are two other important ideas in this lecture?
3. How did the instructor demonstrate their understanding of the material?
4. Did the instructor explain the mathematics clearly? If not, what could be done differently?
5. How were visuals used?
6. What did the instructor do to help you learn?
7. What could the instructor do better to help you learn?

This list of questions is a work-in-progress and, at the Sharing Mathematics conference,
alternate wording for Question 4 was suggested: “What concept or idea would you like the instructor
to revisit?” I intend to try this new wording in my next class. It will tell me what the students
are having difficulties with. My courses that use the lecture framework and associated yellow sheets
appear to be very effective in both developing communication skills and ensuring students learn
mathematics while eliminating my in-class writing. However, a miracle did not occur and I did not
go directly from lecturing myself to the lecture framework model. A potential disaster had to occur
first.

4

The best thing I ever did that I will never do again.

Stop reading this article before you get to the italicized paragraph. Pretend you are a student in
one of my classes. Go find a friend and have them read the paragraph out loud and write down
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what you hear. Stop reading NOW!
Consider the field of rational numbers adjoin the cube root of two. We have
the degree of Q adjoin the cube root of two over the rationals is three as the minimal
polynomial for the cube root of two over the rationals is x cubed minus two and the
degree of x cubed minus two over the rationals is three.
I did this dictation exercise at the Sharing Mathematics conference and had people share
what they managed to write down. Here are some samples illustrating the types of things that were
written.
• Consider the field of rational numbers
adjoining
√
3
2
= 3 is the minimal polynomial
We have a degree of 2 adjoined
rationals
√
√
• Let F = {a + b 3 2 + c 3 4 | a, b, c ∈ Q}
√
• Consider Q[ 3 2], rationals√adjoin cube root of two.
We have the degree of Q[ 3 2] : Q = 3 as minimal polynomial is X 3 − 2
In order to get anything written down at the conference I had to repeat myself several times,
spell the word “adjoin”, and re-explain what I wanted them to do. We gave up before anyone really
had the dictation done correctly. What was the point of this exercise? This was one of the first
techniques I tried in a fourth-year course. The conference participants experienced the very real
bewilderment that sometimes happens to students in my classes.
Very early on I had a class of three very bright students in a January semester. My hands
had just deteriorated badly and I did not know what I was going to do. I walked into class on the
first day and we talked about how to run the course. They had all had an algebra class with me
before so felt comfortable with the basic vocabulary, me and each other. We decided that I would
dictate, one of them would stand at an overhead and write notes that we could all see and that the
other two would take notes as normal. The role of the student at the overhead was rotated through
the three students during the semester. I learned that mathematics was a visual medium. We all
learned to laugh.
I quickly learned that I needed
√ to verbalize symbols in much the same way as using voicerecognition software. If I wanted [Q( 3 2) : Q] I had to say
Open square bracket, capital Q, open paren, the number the cube root of
two, close paren, colon, capital Q, close square bracket.
I would then tell them how a mathematician would read that notation and for the rest of
that lecture period I could speak that particular notation like a mathematician.
As the overhead note-taker gained experience I was able to speak more and more like a
mathematician. However, to my surprise, as the note-taker position rotated I had to train each
student to cope with just listening to me and having nothing to look at to provide clues about what
to write. The students did not learn to listen from watching each other do it, they had to experience
it themselves.
For those of you wondering what I intended in the dictation exercise, here is what I would
have written while saying those words: √
√
Consider
the field Q( 3 2). We have [Q( 3 2) : Q] = 3 as the minimal
√
polynomial for 3 2 over Q is x3 − 2 and degQ (x3 − 2) = 3.
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Final Thoughts

I ended my talk at the Sharing Mathematics conference with the above questions.
What is one outrageous thing you would like to try in a classroom? What
would you get out of it? What would the students get out of it?
Suggestions included doing yoga, going on field trips, doing treasure hunts, writing poetry,
performing plays, and lecturing with music in the background. At least one person had used music
as background while students were working on problems. Magic tricks such as Jim Totten’s ability
to turn his pants inside out were also suggested. Keeping students interested and engaged was the
theme of the answers.
Once I lost my inhibitions about what teaching could be I became willing to try just about
anything. My students have introduced new mathematics in the middle of plays; performed musicals
about how to study; created mathematical games; painted tessellations; written and recited poetry;
and learned a lot of mathematics. I am still trying to figure out how to teach group theory through
dance. If you have ideas, let me know.
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SOME NEW INITIATIVES AT MATH CENTRAL
Harley Weston
University of Regina

Personal note
It was an honour to be asked to speak at this celebration of the life of Jim Totten. I first
met Jim in September of 1967 when he was a student in my Point Set Topology class
in his last year of undergraduate studies. I have followed his career over the years and
in particular his outreach activities. He will be missed by his colleagues and the many
students whose lives he touched.

1

An Overview of Math Central

Math Central (mathcentral.uregina.ca) is a bilingual mathematics education website that was initiated in September 1995 by three faculty members at the University of Regina: Denis Hanson of the
Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Vi (Mhairi) Maeers from the Faculty of Education, and
myself. Initial support was received from the Government of Saskatchewan and the University of
Regina. Subsequently in 2005 the Imperial Oil Foundation granted five years of funding to maintain
and expand the site.
A number of services are available on Math Central.

The Resource Room
The Resource Room is a collection of teaching resources for mathematics teachers. The resources
are in a database that can be searched by keyword or browsed by curriculum strand. For example,
a search for the keyword aboriginal brings up a number of items, the most recent of which is a
collection of ideas for lessons focused on the atlatl, an ancient weapon.

Quandaries and Queries
This is the most active part of the site. Quandaries and Queries receives mathematics questions
from students, teachers, parents and the general public. Approximately 2000 questions arrive per
year, 60% from the US, 12% from Canada and the remainder from people in other parts of the world
who can ask their questions in either English or French. Responses to the questions are generated
by university faculty, university students, teachers and others. These responses, which are stored
in a searchable database, usually consist of hints, a solution to a similar problem or some other
technique which attempts to lead the questioner to his or her own solution. As expected most of
the questions come from students, approximately 60%, but a surprise has been that almost 20%
come from the general public. Some of these questions could be classified under the heading of
general mathematical literacy, for example questions about percentages, the number of cubic yards
Corresponding author: weston@math.uregina.ca
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of concrete needed to pour a driveway and lottery questions. Many however are more sophisticated
such as scheduling foursomes for a golf vacation, calculating the area of an odd shaped lot and
helping an artist in the design of a three dimensional geometric object.

Mathematics with a Human Face
Mathematics with a Human Face is a joint project with Judith McDonald from Washington State
University and partly funded by an Endowment Grant from the Canadian Mathematical Society. The
first phase was to produce a poster and website to illustrate the richness and diversity of careers of
mathematicians. The poster titled Mathematicians@Work has been distributed to schools, science
centres and libraries across the country and through the website to teachers around the world.
Mathematicians continue to be added to the website but the poster is “sold out” and plans are
underway to produce a second version. The second phase of the Human Face project was the
production of a brochure on careers of mathematicians to be distributed at teachers’ conferences,
meetings of school counselors, enrichment/outreach activities and similar events. The third phase
is to have an aboriginal focus and is the subject of one of the new initiatives at Math Central in the
summer of 2009.

Problem of the Month
In 2000 the Problem of the Month was initiated by Chris Fisher and Claude Tardif. For nine months
of the year a challenge problem is presented in English, French and Spanish. Submitted solutions
are posted at the beginning of each subsequent month.

Math Beyond School
Math Beyond School is a collection of articles highlighting places where mathematics is used in
non-school situations. It is an attempt to address the question “When will I ever use this?” The
database can be browsed by title or grade level and searched by keyword. This section of Math
Central will contain the second new initiative in the summer of 2009.

Outreach
The outreach database is a joint initiative with the Canadian Mathematical Society. It is an attempt
to list all mathematics outreach activities across the country. In March 2009 a brochure highlighting
this database was produced and is being distributed at teachers’ conferences, enrichment/outreach
activities and similar events across the country.

2

New Initiatives in the Summer of 2009

Mathematics and Indigenous People
This is the beginning of phase three of the Human Face project. The objective is to produce
mathematics teaching resources based on conversations and interviews with individuals from the
aboriginal community and the mathematical ideas that appear in their work, art, culture, recreation
and everyday lives. The resources will be primarily for children in lower grades who are more
apt to listen and watch than read and thus the individual profiles will be primarily in audio and
video formats. Whenever possible the featured aboriginal people will include elementary school
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Figure 1: A birch bark biting depicting bees around a flower. Rosella Carney
children. The mathematical topics identified through the interviews will be developed into teaching
resources for use by teachers and students. To date three interviews/activities have been captured
and preparation of the video clips and teaching resources are being prepared.

Tipi Raising with Glen Anaquod
The video clips are a demonstration of a tipi raising done with a group of grade five and six students
from an inner-city school in Regina. Elder Glen Anaquod led the students through the tipi raising
and shared with the students some traditional Saulteaux teachings.

Birch Bark Biting with Rosella Carney
Birch bark biting is an art form produced by folding a paper-thin sheet of birch bark and placing
a design on it through perforating the birch bark by biting. The artist, Rosella Carney, is a Cree
woman from La Ronge Saskatchewan. Rosella is also a Cree language instructor and her interview
included a discussion of the number words in Cree.

An Interview with Cassandra Opikokew
Cassandra Opikokew graduated from the School of Journalism at the University of Regina at the
Spring convocation in 2009. She talks about her experiences as a journalism student and her early
years in Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan.

3

Industrial Problem Solving Workshop

Each year the Pacific Institute for the Mathematical Sciences (PIMS) holds an Industrial Problem Solving Workshop (IPSW). The aim of IPSW is to create a mutually beneficial link between
researchers in industry and academic mathematicians. Research workers with industrial and commercial concerns are invited to present one of their current technical problems. Leading specialists
from the academic community study these problems in teams during the week-long workshop, and
present the results of their study back to the industrial participants at the end of the week. During
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the week preceding the IPSW, PIMS hosts the Graduate Industrial Mathematics Modelling Camp
(GIMMC). The purpose of the camp is to mentor graduate students in mathematical modelling
methods by experts in the field. The mentors are experienced in industrial mathematics and work
in either an academic or an industrial setting.
In the summer of 2009, a student was hired to attend the 2009 IPSW and GIMMC to
observe the problems being presented and mathematical techniques used to approach the problems.
Once the modelling camp and workshop are completed, the student will write a description of some
of the problems presented and mathematical techniques used, at a level that can be understood by
a high school student. These descriptions will appear in the Math Beyond School section of Math
Central.

4

Conclusion

The resources and services on Math Central continue to grow. Students, teachers, parents and the
public are encouraged to use what is there and make suggestions for expansion and improvements.

Contributed Papers
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MATHEMATICAL ENGAGEMENT: MOVING BEYOND THE
CLASSROOM
Richard C. Brewster , Susan Kinniburgh , Laura Teshima
Thompson Rivers University

1

Introduction
...good teaching cannot be reduced to technique; good teaching comes from the identity
and integrity of the teacher.
– Parker J. Palmer, The Courage To Teach

This paper is inspired by the teaching of Jim Totten. Jim taught with enthusiasm and energy
matched by few. All three authors were Jim’s students. The first author was also a colleague who
was deeply affected by Jim’s passion for mathematics (and computing science) over the twenty-five
years they knew each other.
This passion for our subject and our success was clear. In Jim’s class one learned that
mathematics has beauty, and is a subject worthy of study for its own sake. Conversely, one also
learned that when given a chance, students can apply their knowledge to solve real world problems,
to write production code, and to participate in the discipline as professionals.
Our paper reflects this view of mathematics. The mathematics we share is some algorithmic
mathematics demonstrating the interplay between mathematics and computing science. In particular, we introduce the problem of bipartite matching in graphs (as a scheduling problem) with the
accompanying mathematical theory. Then through the work of the (current) students Susan and
Laura, we present a case study where computational discrete mathematics is used to solve an industrial problem: a summer exam schedule is developed from data here at Thompson Rivers University.
This case study is a real-world optimization problem. The solution crafted by the students was part
of their Math 441 Discrete Optimization course.

2

A scheduling problem

The bipartite matching algorithm is a wonderful example of using algorithmic problem solving
together with good characterizations to solve an optimization problem. The key components are
threefold: first, a mechanism for improving the current solution, so-called augmenting paths; second,
an algorithm for finding augmenting paths; and third, a certificate of optimality, i.e. a stopping
condition for the algorithm.
We present this material through the example of Room - Course scheduling. (As a side
note, the material here was once presented in the departmental seminar. Jim was in attendance.
The examples, carefully designed to show the power of the algorithm, were quickly dispatched by
Jim’s problem solving ability, demonstrating yet again that intractable problems become solvable
once a powerful enough “computer” is available!)
Corresponding author: rbrewster@tru.ca
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Figure 1: Scheduling problem expressed in graph theory together with an initial matching.

Problem description for Room - Course scheduling
Instance A collection of courses, a collection of rooms, and a list of acceptable rooms
for each course.
Objective Maximize the number of courses scheduled subject to the constraints: each
course is scheduled into one room, and each room contains at most one course.
We can frame this problem in the language of graph theory. For each course in the problem,
we create a vertex. In our example, the courses will be labelled 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. See Figure 1. For
each room, we create a vertex, denoted A, B, C, D, E, F in the figure. Finally, we add an edge from
each course to each room into which that course can be scheduled. For example, course 1 can be
scheduled into room C or D. The goal of the problem is to schedule or match as many courses to
rooms as possible. This corresponds in the figure to selecting a maximum sized collection of edges
so that no two edges share an end-point. An initial matching, shown with dark edges, in given in
Figure 1.
Increasing through augmenting paths
Once we have an initial matching, we try to increase the number of scheduled courses. Notice the
matching in Figure 1 is maximal; every edge in the graph shares an end-point with one of the
matching edges. The matching, however, is not maximum. We can find a path from vertex 1 to C
to 4 to B with the property that: (i) the edges alternate out/in of the matching; and (ii) the first
and last vertex of the path are unmatched. This path is shown with dashed lines in Figure 2 (a).
Such a path is called an augmenting path. By switching matching and non-matching edges along
this path, we increase the total number of matched courses. See Figure 2 (b).
An algorithm
Having recognized augmenting paths as a method for improving a matching, how does one go about
finding augmenting paths? Our approach is to begin with all unscheduled courses; in the example
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Figure 2: (a) Augmenting path from course 1 to room B. (b) Increased matching after augmenting.
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Figure 3: (a) A search tree containing an augmenting path 1, C, 4, B. (b) A search tree with no
augmenting path, containing set S = {1, 2, 5, 6} with deficiency 1.
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of Figure 1 these are courses 1 and 2. Next list all neighbours, C, D, F , as shown in Figure 3(a). If
any of these rooms were unmatched, we could add the edge from course to room and increase the
matching. In this case, we have no such luck. Hence we list all the courses to which these courses
are matched, namely, 4, 5, 6. From 4 we see there two unscheduled rooms B and E. We arbitrarily
pick B and observe at this point we have discovered an augmenting path.
A stopping criterion
What happens if this algorithm exhausts all possible paths from unscheduled rooms and fails to find
an augmenting path? We find ourselves in this situation in Figure 3(b). After building our search
tree from course 2, the only unscheduled course after augmenting, we reach rooms C, D, F , and then
courses 1, 5, 6. Notice at this point we have four rooms competing for a total of three courses. We
say the deficiency of these rooms is 4 − 3 = 1. In general, given a set of S courses, the deficiency
of S is |S| − |N (S)| where N (S) is the neighbourhood of S, or the set of rooms adjacent to at least
one member of S.
Clearly, if four courses are competing for three rooms, one course must be left unscheduled.
In general, given a set of S courses, the difference |S|− |N (S)| provides a lower bound on the number
of unscheduled courses. Hence, any matching that leaves precisely |S| − |N (S)| unscheduled courses
must be optimal. The situation in Figure 3(b) is typical of the general situation. When the search
for an augmenting path fails, the courses in the search tree have deficiency exactly equal to the
number of unscheduled courses. In other words, failure to find an augmenting path, provides a proof
that the current matching is optimal!

3

Mathematical underpinnings.
Where is the boundary between Mathematics and Computing Science?
– Pavol Hell

The graph shown in Figure 1 has an important structure. The vertices of the graph are
partitioned into two sets, C (course) and R (rooms), such that all the edges in the graph have one
end in C and the other end in R. Such a graph in general is called bipartite. We write G = (X, Y ) to
denote the partition of the vertices into set X and set Y . A set of edges M such that no two edges
share an end-point is called a matching. (Thus, the scheduled course-room pairs form a matching.)
Bipartite Matching Algorithm
The search for an augmenting path outlined above can be formalized as an algorithm which we give
in Figure 4. Key in this algorithm is the set S. Throughout the algorithm we have |S| − |N | is
equal to the number of unmatched vertices in G. Also, N ⊆ N (S) throughout the algorithm with
equality should we reach step 3. In particular, when the algorithm terminates at step 3, the number
of unmatched vertices with respect to M must equal the deficiency of S as described in the previous
section. Hence, M is maximum, and S is a certificate of optimality.
Bipartite Matching Theorem
The example and the discussion in the previous section provide a proof of the following classical
theorem about bipartite graph matchings.
Theorem 3.1 Given a bipartite graph G = (X, Y ) and a matching M , the following are equivalent:
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(a) The matching M is maximum.
(b) There is no augmenting path.
(c) There is a set S ⊆ X whose deficiency equals the number of unmatched vertices in X.
Proof:
• (a) ⇒ (b) (trivial)
• (c) ⇒ (a) (trivial)
• (b) ⇒ (c) Run the algorithm.

Bipartite Matching
Input: A bipartite graph G = (X, Y ) and an initial matching M .
Output: A matching M and a set S such that |S| − |N (S)| equals the number of unmatched
vertices in X.

1. For each unmatched vertex v ∈ X, mark v as unexplored, and place v ∈ S.
2. While there is an unexplored v ∈ S do.
2.1 Mark v as explored.
2.2 For each neighbour u of v do.
2.2.1 Place u ∈ N .
2.2.2 If u is unmatched, we have discovered an augmenting path. Augment the matching
and restart the algorithm.
2.2.3 Else u is matched to w. Place w in S and mark w as unexplored.
3. All vertices in S are explored. Return M together with S.
Figure 4: The bipartite matching algorithm.

4

An application to exam scheduling

While the bipartite matching algorithm described above has many practical applications in operations research, the scheduling problem used to motivate it is somewhat simplified. In a real
scheduling problem, one can expect to see NP-hard integer programming problems. Such problems
require sophisticated software, together with insightful problem solving skills to produce a solution.
What follows in this section is a description by the second and third author of their experience
moving from the mathematics classroom to solving a real-world problem.
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For our project, we wanted to create a summer semester exam schedule for Thompson Rivers
University. Summer semester exams are written over 3 days, each day with a morning, afternoon, and
evening exam block. As students, we understand that evening exams are not ideal so we proposed a
four day exam schedule with two exam periods per day. This results in eight possible exam blocks
rather than nine; however, through applications of linear optimization we found that this model
produced a satisfactory schedule. Our objectives with the model were to:
1. minimize the number of conflicts;
2. minimize the number of students with more than one exam per day; and
3. limit the number of students writing in any one exam block.
The first challenge we encountered was the number of variables and constraints available from the
software SuperLINDO, which limited integer variables to 200 and constraints to 500. We had over
400 unique student enrolments in approximately 50 classes and required approximately 2000 integer
variables and 1700 constraints. We initially attempted to amalgamate the 50 classes into blocks
of 2 to 3 classes to lessen the total number of variables required. That is, classes with improbable
overlap were combined into a single new class. However we were not able to produce a conflict-free
solution. After further analysis of this program, it was determined that by combining the courses
we had created such large class lists that nearly every class conflicted.
In our second approach we began by minimizing the total number of conflicts that occur
when splitting the 50 exams into 2 blocks A and B, where Block A included Day 1 and Day 2,
and Block B included Day 3 and Day 4. Within Block A we divided the classes over each day
with minimal conflict. Finally, for each day we divided the classes into each of the 2 exam times
(AM, PM). With a few small adjustments, we were successful with this approach. Our model that
minimized the number of students with multiple exams per day was deemed infeasible after the first
split.
After running the Priority 1 program we found a single conflict in the Day 2 PM exam period,
so we separated this period into separate afternoon and evening exam periods, which eliminated the
conflict. However, we also found that with Day 4 it was possible to combine all of the AM and
PM exams into one period, thereby releasing our objective of an 8 period exam schedule. Although
this branching method required fewer variables, it demanded multiple iterations for each priority
level. Figure 5 shows the partitioning of the problem. Such partitioning will not in general produce
a global optimum, but for our needs it was successful. For a regular semester, where there may
be hundreds of classes and thousands of students to consider, it may take too long to produce a
system of programs of this nature. In many cases it may actually be impossible to get a conflict free
schedule and a less than optimal solution may suffice.

5

Conclusion

The scheduling problem of Section 2 is solvable by an efficient algorithm based on augmenting
paths [3]. Augmenting paths are due to Claude Berge [1]. Hence, the computing science is built
on mathematics. On the other hand, the algorithm provides a proof of the existence of a set S
whose deficiency equals the number of unmatched vertices. This is Hall’s Theorem [2]. Thus the
mathematics is also built on the computing science.
There are many dichotomies used to partition the mathematical sciences; pure versus applied
mathematics, and mathematics versus computing science, are two such examples. Neither seems
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50 Classes
Days 1 & 2

Day 1

AM

PM

Days 3 & 4

Day 2

AM

Afternoon

PM

Day 3

AM

PM

Day 4

AM

Evening

Figure 5: Partition of exam blocks for the construction of a conflict free schedule
particularly valid when viewed through the lens of the example above. Jim never seemed interested
in highlighting differences between topics or people. His passion was for getting us to engage.
... It’s a lot of fun.
– Jim Totten
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Abstract
What factors significantly correlate with a student missing graded homework and what
relationship does missing graded homework have with failure outcomes in university level first
year math? Data from an anonymous in-class survey were used to analyze the correlation of
math help and other factors at the University of Victoria (UVic) with the proportion of missing
graded homework for these students. Course grade sheets for the spring term of 2008 were used
to analyze the relationship between the proportion of missing graded homework and failure
outcomes. The results of this analysis allow us to infer that an improvement in class attendance,
individual performance satisfaction, number of suggested problems completed, satisfaction with
math and stats support and frequency of visits to the assistance centre could have a positive
influence on student success rates. These factors are predictors of a lower proportion of missing
graded homework and students who miss less graded homework are also significantly less likely
to fail.

1

Research Question

Which academic factors have a strong relationship with the proportion of graded homework missed
and what relationship does missing graded homework have with a failure outcome in an undergraduate math course?

2

Background

One of the most important hypotheses of the theory of student involvement [1] is that the effectiveness of any educational policy or practice is directly related to the capacity of that policy or practice
to increase student involvement, thus, increasing the amount of student learning and personal development. In addition, students who become intensely involved in their college studies experience
considerable satisfaction [1].
In a study of results of the National Survey of Student Engagement between 2000 and
2003 from 18 baccalaureate-granting colleges and universities, Kuh et al. [4] inferred that student
engagement in educationally purposeful activities had a small but statistically significant effect on
first-year grades. The research herein measures the relationship of student engagement in educationally purposeful work (submitting graded homework) with the student outcome of final exam
score.
In a study of 522 pre-algebra and algebra students at the University of Memphis, Glover [3]
found seven measures of student effort that were significantly related to course grade. In a study that
Corresponding author: lfdpanda@math.uvic.ca (Dame)
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extends Glover’s work [3], Thomas and Higbee [8] looked at 119 university students enrolled in developmental algebra over two academic quarters and concluded that the level of student engagement
in educationally purposeful activities measured by number of days absent was consistently related
to the achievement variables of homework average, computer test average, test average, final exam
score and course grade. The research in this report includes an analysis of both student reported
and faculty reported measures of student involvement and achievement in several undergraduate
mathematics courses.
In 1981 Cartledge and Sasser [2] infer from their controlled pretest-posttest study of 30
volunteer students that there is a tendency for properly assigned and evaluated weekly homework
to improve gains on an algebra test after a freshman algebra course. However, they admit that
their research and past research do not provide a clear-cut endorsement for either homework or
no-homework groups. It seems reasonable to infer that if there are any gains to be made through
homework, they are lost when students do not engage in their homework. The present study hopes
to examine differences between students who were engaged with their graded homework and those
who were not.
In a study of 108 students of intermediate algebra at a four-year university in western
Tennessee [9], it was determined that an experimental class of students in which homework was
collected earned a larger number of A’s than the class with no homework collection. It was noted
that student comments from the control group favoured homework collection. The author also
speculates that a possible reason for a larger number of students withdrawing from the experimental
class was the higher level of involvement by students. They were more likely to be aware of their
course standing and chose to begin again in another semester.
In a synthesis of homework studies Paschal, Weinstein and Walberg (1984) [7] determined
that much of the voluminous literature on homework was opinionated and polemical. They analyzed
85 methodologically adequate studies and concluded from these that there is a moderately large
average effect of assigned homework, that is commented upon or graded, on course outcomes.

3

Research Methodology

Pursuant to the requirements of the Human Ethics Research Board of the Office of Research Services
at the University of Victoria, an Ethical Waiver was applied for and approved for this study.
Near the end of March 2008 the Math and Stats Assistance Questionnaire survey was distributed to all UVic first year math and second year statistics classes. Anonymous data collected
from this survey were used to gather information about student perceptions of academic support
services offered by the department and the proportion of graded assignment questions completed.
Data from the survey are used in the present study to identify factors that are significantly correlated
with missing graded assignment questions for selected UVic courses.
Anonymized course grading sheets were used to analyze the relationship between missing
graded homework and course outcomes, i.e. final exam score and overall course score.
One limitation of this study is that the same student may be in more than one math class at
a time so it may be difficult to make comparisons between courses. Also, since this is an observational
study, we cannot infer cause and effect relationships.
For each course in the study, there was an experienced faculty member designated as the
course coordinator by the Department of Mathematics and Statistics at UVic. Course coordinators
were interviewed for the qualitative portion of the analysis.
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Courses Involved in the Study

This study focuses on four first year math classes i.e. Math 101, 102, 122 and 151 from the spring
term of 2008. The students surveyed and analyzed form a substantial portion of all students enrolled
in these courses during the spring term of 2008. In all four courses, graded homeworks were worth
eight to ten percent of the overall course score and the final exam was worth at least 60%. For
courses with multiple sections, all sections were taught using a similar lecture schedule on required
topics from the same textbook.

3.1.1

Math 101 – Calculus II

Students taking this course have already successfully completed Calculus I. The course is intended for
students planning to continue in math, science or engineering. Students in this course were enrolled
in one of five sections taught by four different instructors. Each of the five sections analyzed had
either three or four graded homeworks and three midterms. A total of 485 students wrote the final
exam.
This course includes the following topics: volumes; arc length and surface area; techniques
of integration with applications; polar coordinates and area; l’Hospital’s rule; Taylor’s formula;
improper integrals; series and tests for convergence; power series and Taylor series; and complex
numbers. The course coordinator reported that each graded homework assignment consisted of
three questions and was assigned in such a way that there was an assignment or test approximately
biweekly. The goal of these assignments was to help students develop the ability to clearly explain
concepts and so they required detailed, careful and thorough explanations. Graded homework
questions were typically more difficult than those on the final exam. This term was the first time
graded homeworks were assigned for this course, and that long answer questions were asked on the
final exam in more than ten years.

3.1.2

Math 102 – Calculus for Students in the Social and Biological Sciences

Students taking this course must have successfully completed Principles of Math 12 or equivalent, or
the UVic course Math 120. This course is intended to be the only calculus required by programs in
the social and biological sciences. The participating students from this course were enrolled in one
of two sections taught by two different instructors with similar lecture schedules on required topics
from the same textbook. Each of these two sections had thirteen or fourteen graded homeworks,
two or three in-class tests and a final exam. A total of 121 students from these two sections wrote
the final exam for this course. A further two sections of this course were not included in this study
since no graded homeworks were assigned.
This course focuses on calculus of one variable with applications to the social and biological
sciences. The following topics are included: limits; continuity; differentiation; applications of the
derivative; exponential and logarithmic growth; and integration. The course coordinator reported
that weekly graded homeworks consisted of five or six questions that required some thought and
background knowledge. Typical assignment questions were a little more difficult than those on the
final exam. During this term the course coordinator noted that it was possible some students were
doing only the graded homeworks and not the suggested exercises – thus in subsequent terms the
graded homeworks were easier if the student had completed the suggested exercises. During the first
five weeks of the course some of the assignments due were reviews of algebra.
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Math 122 – Logic and Foundations

Students taking this course must have successfully completed Math 100, 102 or 151. Students in
this course were enrolled in one of two sections taught by two different instructors. Each of the
two sections analyzed had six graded homeworks, two midterms and a final exam. A total of 126
students wrote the final exam for this course.
This course includes the following topics: basic set theory; counting; solution to recurrence
relations; logic and quantifiers; properties of integers; mathematical induction; asymptotic notation;
introduction to graphs and trees. The course coordinator reported that the majority of graded
homework questions were significantly more difficult than the questions on the final exam but similar
in difficulty to the suggested problems. The primary focus of the graded homework assignments was
proof techniques. It was necessary to have a thorough understanding of the concepts in the course
to do the graded homework.
3.1.4

Math 151 – Finite Mathematics

Students taking this course must have successfully completed Principles of Math 11 or equivalent.
Students in this course were enrolled in one of six sections taught by six different instructors. Five
sections had two midterms and one section had four midterms. All six sections analyzed had four
graded homeworks and a final exam. A total of 431 students wrote the final exam for this course.
This course includes the following topics: geometric approach to linear programming; linear
systems; Gauss-Jordan elimination; matrices; compound interest and annuities; permutations and
combinations; basic laws of probability; conditional probability; independence; urn problems; tree
diagrams and Bayes formula; random variables and their probability distributions; Bernoulli trials
and the binomial distribution; hypergeometric distribution; expectation; applications of discrete
probability and Markov chains. The course coordinator reported that all graded homework for this
course was calculation based and involved applying the more challenging concepts learned in the
course. The graded homework questions were at approximately the same difficulty level as the more
challenging questions on the final exam. It was also reported that the majority of students indicate
on their course evaluation forms that they take this course because it is a requirement of their degree
program.

4
4.1

Analysis
Results of the Analysis of Course Grading Data

The data from the course grade sheets submitted by these instructors to the department were analyzed through calculation of relative risk, analysis of variance and regression techniques to determine
the relationship between missing graded homeworks and course outcomes. Students who did not
write the final exam during the regularly scheduled exam period were not included in the analysis.
For each course, grading spreadsheets were analyzed and summarized in tables 1, 2 and 3.
Since data collected and results were somewhat different for each course the data is stratified by
course.
Table 1 lists the mean number of graded homeworks assigned per student and the mean
number submitted per student. The last row shows the mean percentage of assigned homeworks
that were submitted per student. Students in different sections of Math 101 and 102 had different
numbers of assigned homeworks.
Table 2 lists mean score per student on various portions of the course work. Course score
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Table 1: Assigned vs.
Mean Number of
Assigned Homeworks
Submitted Homeworks
Mean Pct Submitted

Submitted Homework
102
101
151
122
13.51
4
4 5.46
9.96 3.51 3.36
4.1
73.72 87.75 84.00 75.09

Table 2: Summary of Performance by Course
Mean Score
102
101
151
122
Final Exam 54.03 50.66 66.44 55.97
Course 53.59 52.44 63.82 54.79
Term Tests 52.37 50.62 59.07 53.37
All Term Work 52.67 54.91 59.75 52.70
Homework 53.57 67.78 61.81 50.48
includes all graded homeworks and term tests plus the final exam weighted as in the course outlines.
All Term Work includes all graded homeworks and term tests. Weights for graded homeworks and
midterms tests are as reported to students in their course outlines. Reported scores are out of 100.
Table 3: Proportion of Students Who...
102 101
Missed 1st Homework 0.12 0.06
Had a Downward Trend in Homework 0.17 0.34
Scored at Least 50 in Course 0.58 0.51
Scored at Least 50 on Final 0.57 0.48

151
0.06
0.22
0.82
0.85

122
0.10
0.36
0.63
0.65

Table 3 lists the proportion of students who were identified in the categories listed.
4.1.1

Relative Risk

Table 4 lists a number of risk factors in an attempt to identify ones that have a significant effect on
final exam score.
The first risk factor listed in Table 4 is missed more than one homework. A student belongs
in this category if they missed submitting more than one graded homework. The second risk factor
is missed first homework. A student belongs in this category if they did not submit the first graded
homework assignment. The third risk factor in table 4 downward trend on first two homeworks. A
student is counted in this category if their score on the second graded homework assignment is less
than 75% of their score on the first.
For the population of students involved in this study, the relative risk of earning less than
50% on the final exam (course outcome) for the risk factor of missing more than one graded homework (risk factor) was substantially different across the four courses. Since these risk ratios are
substantially different the data is stratified by course to avoid mistakes in computing correlation
between student engagement/involvement levels and course outcomes [5]. The remaining results are
separated out for each course.
Thus a student in Math 151 who missed more than one graded homework was almost seven
times more likely to score less than 50% on the final exam than a student who missed at most one
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Table 4: Relative Risk of Earning Less than 50% on the Final Exam
Risk Factor 101 102 151 122
Missed More Than One Homework 1.92 4.14 6.75 2.73
Missed First Homework 1.88
∗∗ 4.57 1.93
Downward Trend on First Two Homeworks 1.42
∗∗ 2.27
∗∗
(** indicates that there was little or no evidence that the risk factor and course outcome are
dependent variables).

homework. All relative risks quoted in the table above have p-values for independence tests with
the course outcome of less than 0.10 for each course.
The following two histograms explore the relationship between missing more than one graded
homework and earning less than 50% on the final exam a little further. The first histogram focuses
on students who scored less than 50% on the final exam and for each course it lists the percentage
of these students who missed more than one graded homework. The second histogram focuses on
students who missed more than one graded homework and reports the percentage of these students
who earned less than 50% on the final exam.

Percentage missing > 1 homework

Students who scored < 50% on final exam
100
90
80
70
60
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4.1.2

Students who missed > 1 homework
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Analysis of Variance

Table 5 lists mean final exam scores (out of 100) for students categorized by the number of graded
homeworks that were not submitted by the student. Data is stratified by course.
Table 5: ANOVA Analysis of
Student Missed
No Homeworks
One Homework
More Than One Homework

4.1.3

Final Exam Percentages
101
102
151
122
55.57 74.12 73.05 63.04
44.32 64.71 61.65 60.60
31.9 47.09 46.66 42.55

Proportion of Variation R2

A value of the Pearson-R coefficient R that is less than 0.40 (i.e. R2 < 0.16) may indicate a less
than significant influence of the independent variable on the dependent variable.
Table 6: Proportion of Variation R2 in Final Exam Score
101 102 151 122
Proportion of Homework Submitted ∗ ∗ 0.14 0.35 0.31 0.25
Performance on Term Work
0.61 0.77 0.61 0.72
The first line in Table 6 reports the proportion of variation in final exam score (dependent
variable) that can be attributed to variation in the proportion of graded homework submitted by the
student. For each course except Math 101, the proportion of homework submitted by the student is
significantly correlated with the final exam score.
The second line in Table 6 reports the proportion of variation in final exam score that can
be attributed to variation in performance on term work, i.e. the student’s mean score on midterms
and graded homeworks.
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Analysis of Math & Stats Assistance Questionnaire

The Mathematics and Statistics Assistance Centre (at UVic) offers math tutoring to students enrolled in any first year Math, second year Math, or second year Stats course. It operates as a free,
first-come-first-served, drop-in service. An undergrad who requires assistance goes to any one of the
locations and puts his or her name and course number on the sign up sheet. The student gets help
when the next qualified tutor is available.
The bubbled response section of the Math & Stats Assistance Questionnaire addressed eight
potential factors of student success:
• Q1: Math and Stats support satisfaction,
• Q2: frequency of visits to the Assistance Centre,
• Q3: frequency of visits of office hours,
• Q4: percentage of homework (graded work) attempted,
• Q5: percentage of suggested problems (non-graded work) attempted,
• Q6: frequency of Math and Stats practice outside of class,
• Q7: number of classes missed, and
• Q8: individual performance satisfaction.
Response rates are summarized in Table 7 for the courses included in this study:
Table 7: Response Rates for Bubble Portion of Math & Stats Assistance Questionnaire
Course Enrollment Bubbled Responses Percent Captured
Math 101
524
244
46.6
Math 102
257
123
47.9
Math 122
135
77
57.0
Math 151
477
234
49.1

4.2.1

Multiple Regression Analysis

Using stepwise regression with backward elimination, multiple regression models to explain some of
the variation in amount of homework turned in were developed. Approximately 24% of the variation
in amount of homework completed in Math 101 is Q4 = −0.134 + 0.121 ∗ Q5 + 0.359 ∗ Q7+ 0.256 ∗Q8.
A model to explain approximately 17% of the variation in amount of homework completed in Math
102 is Q4 = 0.733 + 0.606 ∗ Q7 + 0.201 ∗ Q8. A model to explain approximately 19% of the variation
in amount of homework completed in Math 122 is Q4 = 0.236 + 0.129 ∗ Q5 + 0.299 ∗ Q7 + 0.205 ∗ Q8.
A model to explain approximately 12% of the variation in amount of homework completed in Math
151 is Q4 = 0.165 + 0.159 ∗ Q1 + 0.102 ∗ Q2 + 0.125 ∗ Q7 + 0.190 ∗ Q8. The utility of each model is
given in table 8.
A value of R2 that is below 0.16 indicates that the model is not considered to be significantly
correlated with the dependent variable.
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Table 8: Revised Regression
Course Dependent Independent
101
Q4
5, 7, 8
102
Q4
7, 8
122
Q4
5, 7, 8
∗ ∗ 151
Q4
1, 2, 7, 8

4.3

Model Tests with α1 = 0.01, α2 = 0.025
v1
v2
F − Stat Fv1,v2α1 Fv1,v2α2
3 240 25.25629284
3.78
3.12
2 120 12.71389687
4.82
3.83
3 73 5.757738311
4.05
3.30
4 229 7.973401681
3.32
2.79

R2
0.24
0.17
0.19
0.12

Qualitative Analysis

The course coordinators for courses included in the study were interviewed for their responses to
the following questions (and future research questions and the nature of homework in their course).
A summary of their feedback is offered.
The course coordinators found it surprising that the results varied by course, responses for
individual items on the survey were relatively independent and that student involvement could have
such an effect on student outcomes. They also wondered whether poor outcomes can be attributed
to lack of basic study skills, academic background or other factors.
When asked for feedback on the low achievement of students who missed more than one
homework, course coordinators commented that mathematics is extremely developmental and it is
very difficult to move on with future material until past material is understood, and wondered what
some of the reasons are that students are not turning in their homework.
Course coordinators planned to encourage student involvement in homework and in class
discourse, and through grading strategies. They plan to encourage students to start assignments
early and work steadily.
Course coordinators recommended that as an institution we should have a consistent practice
of assigning homework, use technology to assist in homework, enforce debarment rules and establish
a math skills centre to help students fill gaps in their background.

5
5.1

Discussion and Conclusions
Math 101

A linear combination of quantity of suggested problems completed, number of classes missed and
individual performance satisfaction proved to be a statistically significant predictor of the amount
of graded homework completed. Class attendance, individual performance satisfaction and completing suggested problems also had a positive correlation with homework completion (i.e. the more
suggested problems attempted, the more graded homework attempted).
Students in this course who missed more than one homework had a probability of 91% of
earning less than 50% on the final exam and had an average score of 31.9% on the final exam vs.
55.57% for those who missed no homework. Students in this course turned in the highest proportion
of graded homeworks compared to other courses and had the greatest discrepancy between mean
final exam score and mean homework score. It was noted by the course coordinator that scores in
Math 101 were reduced from previous terms possibly due to the introduction of graded homeworks
and long answer questions on the final exam.
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Math 102

A linear combination of individual performance satisfaction and number of classes missed proved to
be a statistically significant predictor of the amount of graded homework completed. Class attendance and individual performance satisfaction had a positive correlation with homework completion.
Students in this course who missed more than one homework were more than four times as
likely to earn less than 50% on the final exam, accounted for 90% of the students who scored less
than 50% on the final exam and had an average score of 47.09% on the final exam vs. 74.12% for
those who missed no homework.
There was a significant positive correlation between performance on the algebra review
assignments and performance on the final exam for these students.

5.3

Math 151

A linear combination of math and stats support satisfaction, frequency of visits to the assistance
centre, number of classes missed and individual performance satisfaction proved to be a statistically
significant predictor of the amount of graded homework completed. Class attendance and individual
performance satisfaction had a positive correlation with homework completion. Visiting the Math
Assistance Centre had a negative correlation with homework completion (i.e. the more often a
student visited the Math Assistance Centre, the less likely they were to complete a higher amount
of graded homework).
Students in this course who missed more than one homework were almost seven times as
likely to earn less than 50% on the final exam and had an average score of 46.66% on the final exam
vs. 73.05% for those who missed no homework.

5.4

Math 122

A linear combination of quantity of suggested problems completed, number of classes missed and
individual performance satisfaction proved to be a statistically significant predictor of the amount of
graded homework completed. Class attendance, individual performance satisfaction and completing
suggested problems had a positive correlation with homework completion.
Students in this course who missed more than one homework were almost three times as
likely to earn less than 50% on the final exam and had an average score of 42.55% on the final exam
vs. 63.04% for those who missed no homework.

5.5

Common Results

The mean final exam score for students who missed more than one homework was significantly less
than for those who missed at most one, as shown in table 5. For the courses in this study, the
risk factors in table 4 which describe student engagement/involvement posed a significant amount
of relative risk which was more than the relative risk of a downward trend on the performance in
the first two homework assignments (second assignment score less than 75% that of the first). The
students studied who missed more than one graded homework were between approximately 2 and
7 times more likely to achieve less than fifty percent on the final exam (a failure outcome) than
those who missed at most one graded homework. Although it is apparent from table 6 that not as
much of the variation in performance on final exam scores can be explained by a measure of student
engagement/involvement such as completing graded homework as by performance on term work,
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the analysis of course grading sheets shows that student engagement/involvement in the course in
the form of submitting graded homework does play a significant role in student achievement.
There seemed to be some similarity between results for students in Math 151 and Math 102.
These students are not required to have as much math experience as the other two courses. Could
that be a reason for similarity?
Class attendance had a positive correlation with homework completion (i.e. the more classes
a student attended, the more likely it is that he or she would complete all his or her homework).
Individual performance satisfaction also had a positive correlation with homework completion (i.e.
the happier a student was with his or her performance, the more likely it was that he or she would
complete all her homework).

5.6

Conclusions

It is reasonable to infer that an improvement in academic support services related to class attendance,
individual performance satisfaction, number of suggested problems completed, satisfaction with math
and stats support and frequency of visits to the assistance centre may have a positive impact on
student success rates.
It should be noted however that since this is an observational study no cause and effect
relationships can be inferred.
Missing a graded homework assignment is an early warning signal that a student is at a
significantly higher risk of failing a first year math course than his or her classmates. Many of these
students currently face the likely future penalty of failing the course.

6

Further Research Questions

The authors would like to thank the course coordinators for contributing some of the questions for
possible future research.
What are common reasons for a student not submitting graded homeworks? Does the use
of technology in the classroom (e.g. clickers) in which students are involved in answering questions
effect student outcomes? What other academic factors are strong predictors of failure outcomes?
Has there been similar research in other disciplines such as social sciences and the arts? What forms
of intervention for at-risk students are successful? Does a significant difference in midterm test
scores and homework scores indicate a higher risk of failure (possibly indicating a student who is
familiar with the material but does not test well)? What factors effecting student involvement can a
university significantly influence? Do institutional changes designed to increase student involvement
increase performance? If we repeated the analysis in this study for the same courses in another term,
how different would the results be? Can you relate lack of involvement in math courses to overall
success in university? Is there a relationship between the year of study in which a student takes a
math course and their success in it? What proportion of students who fail their term work also fail
the final exam? What do students report as common reasons for not submitting graded homework?

Preliminary Research Report: The Relationship Between Missing Graded
Homework and Student Outcomes in Undergraduate Math Courses
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Abstract
Surprising results challenge us to think in novel ways. Intuition is a wonderful thing and
when the solution counters that intuition there is fertile ground for learning. Counterintuitive
results offer a rich avenue for teaching conceptual ideas. The motivation for learning is enhanced
through the engagement emerging from being surprised. An example of such a problem is offered
here:
Suppose that a bin contains G green balls and R red balls. Two balls are to be
selected without replacement. It is known that the probability of selecting one green
and one red ball is exactly 1/2. What do we know about the relationship between
the number of green and red balls?
It is not often that permission is given to simply try a variety of problems knowing that the
instinctive responses are likely to be wrong. That’s encouraged as we play with a range of elementary problems and discuss the mathematics underlying the misconceptions. The pedagogical
value of integrating such examples into the teaching of mathematics will also be discussed. Of
course, there may be a problem with no surprises, but in this session you may not trust your
intuition on that one.

1

Introduction

Problem solving skills may be atop the list of what we hope our mathematics students will master.
For instructors, these skills are most frequently represented by one’s ability to successfully apply the
four steps made famous by George Pólya. For students on the other hand, “problem solving” brings
on the image of dreaded word problems and sections of textbooks that boast titles like modeling
and applications.
When we solve problems we frequently do so without consciously thinking about the four
step process. The steps likely occur somewhere in the back of our mind. Nevertheless, in many
instances students are taught the steps; teaching may even extend the steps and specify them for
different groups of problems, or integrate the teaching of key words as a guide to apply a certain
set of steps that would lead to the result. Rather than discussing the merits or flaws of common
practices, we take this opportunity to articulate a place for those “intuition undermining” problems
in the teaching and learning experiences associated with mathematical problem solving.
We will begin with the inclusion of a few famous “tricky” problems. Then we will reason
that problems like these can play a significant role in increasing individual’s deeper understanding
of the concepts at hand.
Corresponding author: nfranzova@langara.bc.ca,johngm@unb.ca
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Five Problems

Problem 1
A man drives from home to work at a speed of 50 km/h. The return trip from work to
home is traveled at a speed of 30 km/h. What is the average speed for the round trip?
Many of us know this problem, and first time around we were completely taken aback by how simple,
yet obviously tricky it is.
The main misconception here is a mistaken generalization caused by primarily noticing and
then locking in on the key word “average” without considering the context. The concepts of the
average of numbers and the average speed are quite a bit apart from each other.
Once the problem is solved we know that the average speed is
1
50

2
+

1
30

= 37.5 km/h

which is not 40 km/h as the first guess might have been. A convenient (albeit long) distance like 150
kilometres from home to work could alternatively have been used to find a total distance traveled
of 300 kilometres and a total travel time of 3 + 5 = 8 hours, thus, giving the average of 37.5 km/h.
Seeing a problem like this once, and being intrigued by it, offers insight into a concept that
is unlikely to be acquired through another routine example. The conceptual understanding can be
strengthened with an extension of the concept to another level. Such an extension is provided here.
Observe that the average speed (km/h) must be between 30 and 50. In fact, we know that
the average would be exactly in the middle if the same amount of time had been spent at both
speeds. Instead it was the distance at each speed that was the same, and hence, more time was
spent at the slower speed tipping the average below the arithmetic mean of 30 and 50 (i.e. closer
to 30 than 50). Note that the ratio of time spent at 30 km/h to that spent at 50 km/h must be 5:3
since the distances traveled were the same. Now we can apply a linear model to obtain the average.
Place 30 and 50 at the endpoints of a segment and then divide the segment internally in a ratio of
3:5 to demonstrate the shift of the average toward the 30, as shown in Figure 1. The segment will
be split at 37.5.

3

30

5

37.5

50

Figure 1: Partitioning the line segment [30, 50] into the ratio 3:5.

Problem 2
An old car has to travel a two mile route. The first mile is uphill and the car (being an
old one) can do a maximum of 15 mph on this uphill part. The second mile is downhill
and the car can go faster there, of course. How fast does the car have to travel on this
second mile to achieve an average speed of 30 mph for the trip?
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(Note: It is mentioned in Stewart’s College Algebra text that even Einstein once considered this
problem interesting. See Mathematical Intelligencer, Spring 1990, page 41.)
The misconception in this problem is not based on the wording; it is more in the curious
build up of the problem.
Notice in the solution, we require a value of v to satisfy the equation
1
15

2
+

1
v

= 30

where v represents the speed of the car on the downhill part. This gives 2 = 2 + 30
v , and no such
value of v exists.
Using a simpler (less technical) approach we can logically deduce it would have to take the
car zero time on the downhill part to end up with the desired average velocity.
We can see that the numbers were chosen in a very specific way. This choice was the trick.
Is this then really a misconception or is this just a trick pulled from the magician’s hat? There is
a misconception in the sense that after reading the problem most people believe that it of course
can be done. The numbers look reasonable enough for all of us to believe we can drive so fast to
achieve such an average speed. Maybe again, the word “average” is misleading. Also, please notice
that if the question asked to achieve an average speed of 20 mph it would be possible and one with
the knowledge about average speed computation from Problem 1 could readily solve this problem.

Problem 3
Here we will shift our attention from average speeds to another area of mathematics that offers an
abundance of intuition baffling problems, namely, probability. One such problem is stated here in
its original form.
Suppose I have two six-sided cubes. Each cube has a square on three of its faces, a
triangle on two of its faces and a circle on one face. If the cubes are rolled 1000 times,
what combination of shapes will occur most often? (Kantowski, 1986, p. 431)
An adaptation (Problem 3) was shared in the presentation.
A standard die has a square on three faces, a triangle on two faces, and a circle on one
face. Two of these dice are rolled. What is the most likely combination?
The quick answer “two squares” is entirely logical. Squares are most common and hence,
two squares seem to be an obvious choice. In fact, this response is so likely that mathematicians
themselves will usually exclaim this answer with confidence. How wonderful? Everyone is motivated
to learn by the surprise that this is not the most likely combination. In fact, it is not even that close
in that you are 1/3 (as in over 33%) more likely to get a square and a triangle. Try it. You can list
all 36 possible ordered outcomes. There are only 3 × 3 = 9 that give two squares. Note, that there
are 12 or (3 × 2) + (3 × 2) that produce a square and a triangle. The surprise makes sense when
one imagines two dice landing in succession. If you want two squares, there are 3 out of 6 faces that
will eliminate you when the first die lands. In contrast, only the one face with the circle makes it
impossible to obtain a square and a triangle.

Problem 4
Two boxes are filled with donuts. One box contains 5 chocolate donuts and the other 5
basic glazed donuts. You want a chocolate one. You are allowed to look into the boxes,
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shake the boxes, and transfer any number of donuts from one to the other. After that
you will be blindfolded, and the boxes will be moved around. Then you will be asked to
choose randomly one box and then select a donut from it.
Even though we are still faced with only 5 chocolate donuts in the total of 10 donuts, our chances
can be improved to about 72% by moving 4 of the chocolate donuts into the other box. This leaves
one box with 1 chocolate donut and one with 9 donuts including 4 of which are chocolate. That
makes the probability of choosing a chocolate donut
1 1 4
13
+ · =
≈ 0.72.
2 2 9
18
Diagnosing the misconception may be a little more difficult here. It is related to oversimplifying the
situation and some form of false assumption based upon believing that choosing a box and choosing
a donut are similar. In fact, it would be good to have students explain their own errant processes
to shed further light on the misconception. Such discussion would enrich the learning. Also, it is
worth extending the problem to exaggerate the improvements (increased percentages) obtained by
implementing the strategy with larger quantities such as 50 chocolate and 50 glazed donuts. (Also
see Kending (2008).)

Problem 5
Suppose that a bin contains G green balls and R red balls. Two balls are to be selected
without replacement. It is known that the probability of selecting one green and one red
ball is exactly 1/2. What do we know about the relationship between the number of green
and red balls?
The immediate answer would be that the amount of green and red balls has to be the same. But
trying with any easy numbers will quickly prove this wrong. As a matter of fact, one can realize
that knowing the colour of one of the balls does not affect the probability of getting one ball of each
colour. So we can first choose red and from the leftovers then choose green or start by choosing
green and then from the leftovers choose red. So the question can be restated as: “When is the
probability .5 that the second ball selected is green (red) given that the first ball selected was red
(green)?”
The authors approached the problem in the two differing ways shown here. Further, this
problem appeared in the abstract. Two of the people present at the talk mentioned trying the
problem beforehand. Interestingly enough, John Siggers and Gene Wirchenko, also approached the
problem in these two different ways. Perhaps one of these approaches will more naturally appeal to
you.
1
2
1
2

=
=

R
G
G
R
·
+
·
R+G R+G−1 R+G R+G−1
 
R G
1
1

R+G
2

(1)
(2)

Developing the relationship between R and G and following with some investigation and/or manipulation leads to the familiar triangular numbers making an appearance. That is, we find R and G
must be consecutive triangular numbers. For example, if R = 1, then G = 3, but if R = 3, we could
have G = 1 or 6 (the preceding or subsequent triangular number).
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A result like this is extremely satisfying to mathematicians and math enthusiasts, but what
is there to intrigue an already struggling student?
Let us take a look from that position. Seemingly simple questions put the student into
uncomfortable situations; hard working students can feel that math is just an endlessly losing game,
since the moment one understands how to do one problem a seemingly similar problem suddenly
does not fit the mould. Adding all this up it seems that math just undermines one’s intuition; thus,
eroding trust in one’s own ability, and bringing forth more and more frustration.
It is crucial to consider how and when we integrate counterintuitive questions into our
teaching. At this point the authors go in separate ways.
One of the authors suggests that we not use “tricky” conceptual questions as our main
tool, but use them only as we use “gourmet food”. We all witnessed a small child in a very fancy
restaurant asking for Kraft dinner. It makes them feel safe and at home. This metaphor suggests
to us that we should only slowly introduce new “gourmet flavors” of the same old problem. Then
natural appreciation can occur.
The other author is more inclined to bring out the counterintuitive questions at the outset.
For example, Problem 3 may be used as an opening to provoke closer examination of the topic of
probability. The conflict between the expectation and the actual result sparks a curiousity to better
understand the principles.
It is not that one author’s choice is right and that of the other is not. Instead we are
challenged to reckon the balance of teaching, intention, beliefs, and context. While the first approach
takes a settling view followed by a jolt, the latter advocates for the initial jolt as a motivation for
learning and a means of unsettling any comfort. It is how the teachers manage and work with the
students through the big picture of the course that will determine the merits of the path that is
taken.

3

Conclusion

Counterintuitive results can be used as thought provoking, discussion opening tools. Allowing students to discuss their intuition with peers can facilitate group work. Desire to find one’s flaw in
thinking develops the reasoning process. Arguing constructively with peers will develop presentation
abilities, and enhance the need for proper structure in logical arguments, thus, ideally bringing the
joy of discovering and understanding.
When we approach problems we deeply rely on our intuition. One of many definitions of
intuition from wikipedia says: “Intuition – an incompletely founded concept or perception formed
from associations to similar models, contexts, or scenarios, in humans frequently below the level of
conscious iteration.”
Each new “tricky” problem, similar to those presented here or as in sources such as [1, 2, 5],
helps us to develop a better intuition. Mathematicians want this challenge and appreciate it. As
Kending (2008) suggests, mathematicians set out to find counterexamples, try to remove exceptions,
look for symmetry, and rejoice over a far-reaching generalization. It is our hope that students will
also benefit from us intentionally incorporating counterintuitive problems to build up and enrich
their problem solving skills.
The authors welcome comments, examples, or other insights on this topic.
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1

Definition of Critical Thinking

Critical thinking has received a great deal of attention in the last few years. Its importance as a goal
of education is widely recognized. Every teacher hopes that her or his students will exhibit critical
thinking skills in their school work and in their later lives. Most people have a good intuitive idea
of what the term means, but it is no doubt useful to be precise. According to Wikipedia:
Critical thinking is purposeful and reflective judgment about what to believe or what to
do in response to observations, experience, verbal or written expressions, or arguments.
Critical thinking might involve determining the meaning and significance of what is observed or expressed, or, concerning a given inference or argument, determining whether
there is adequate justification to accept the conclusion as true. Hence, Fisher & Scriven
define critical thinking as ‘Skilled, active, interpretation and evaluation of observations,
communications, information, and argumentation’. Parker & Moore define it more narrowly as ‘the careful, deliberate determination of whether one should accept, reject, or
suspend judgment about a claim and the degree of confidence with which one accepts or
rejects it.’
There is something lacking, I think, in these definitions. The issue of competence is missing.
For example, an argument that assumed the equivalence of a statement with its converse would
seem to meet the requirements of the definitions cited above but could hardly be considered critical
thinking in the sense I wish to use the term. I propose as an improvement: “Critical thinking is
purposeful and reflective judgment about what to believe or what to do in response to observations,
experience, verbal or written expressions, or arguments. Critical thinking is logically sound, discriminating, unbiased, and informed by a proper assessment of the merits of all available evidence.
It might involve determining the meaning and significance of what is observed or expressed, or,
concerning a given inference or argument, determining whether there is adequate justification to
accept the conclusion as true.” This is the definition I will take.
So how successful are schools in developing critical thinking? Let us quote again from
Wikipedia:
Unfortunately research shows that most universities are ineffective in fostering critical
thinking. For example, in a three year study of 68 public and private colleges in California, though the overwhelming majority (89%) claimed critical thinking to be a primary
objective of their instruction, only a small minority (19%) could give a clear explanation of what critical thinking is. Furthermore, though the overwhelming majority (78%)
claimed that their students lacked appropriate intellectual standards (to use in assessing
their thinking), and 73% considered that students learning to assess their own work was
Corresponding author: keener@unbc.ca
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of primary importance, only a very small minority (8%) could enumerate any intellectual
criteria or standards they required of students or could give an intelligible explanation
of what those criteria and standards were.
Since the term will reappear many times, let us abbreviate “critical thinking” as CT. There
is abundant evidence that the problem is not just at the faculty end, that the students themselves
do not develop the desired CT abilities and habits. Although the studies most often cited are
American-based, Canadians would surely be complacent to believe the situation is not mirrored in
Canada.
Who is guilty of fuzzy, sloppy, or shallow analysis? That is, who doesn’t think critically?
Well, there are the usual suspects: Erich von Daniken (Chariots of the Gods), Graham Hancock
(Fingerprints of the Gods), Immanuel Velikovsky (Worlds in Collision), to name a few, and who
may or may not be serious. But then there are more prominent world figures: Ronald Reagan
and Mackenzie King come to mind. Or consider the case of the Indiana state legislature that once
approved a bill proclaiming the value of pi to be exactly three. Fortunately the senate didn’t cooperate. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle was persuaded by two little girls that there were fairies in their
yard. Arthur Koestler once wrote an embarrassing book called The Roots of Coincidence which had
the sad result of making very plain his total misunderstanding of probability theory. Many important
nineteenth and twentieth century intellectuals such as William James believed in spiritualism.

2

Teaching CT

In fact everyone thinks fuzzily from time to time. I am aware that I viewed with horror everything
George W. Bush did. The man was incapable of a right action. All evidence to the contrary was
viewed with extreme scepticism. So if everyone can falter, who is to be the arbiter? Who the
teacher? Is it not presumptuous for anyone to “teach” CT?
Fortunately, there is a difference between practicing and preaching. In fact I suggest that the
basic principles of CT are mostly non-controversial. (See the course description below). Furthermore,
developing CT should be viewed as a collective activity: each of us helps the rest in trying to
improve our skills so that we become more informed citizens who make wiser decisions in our civic
and personal lives.
What are the strategies that can be used to improve all of our CT skills? Here are some
ideas for educators to consider.
• In schools, emphasize critical thinking as a tool, through case studies (and other means),
especially in psychology, history, sociology, medicine, philosophy (for example).
• In schools, evaluate critical thinking skills as part of the overall evaluation process, and in
particular avoid (when appropriate) rote and “one answer” learning.
• In schools, teach critical thinking as a subject in its own right.
• Conduct public workshops.
• Write CT blogs/newspaper columns.
• Run CT contests.
The last idea perhaps needs elaboration. Contests are common in primary and secondary
schools in Canada. We have spelling bees, science fairs, debating competitions, “Reach for the Top”
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style quizzes, music competitions, programming contests, and of course Jim’s love, mathematics
contests. Each of these sorts of competitions exists because it is deemed to encourage, and to
build enthusiasm for, something important (though perhaps some would view spelling bees as an
anachronism). If we believe CT to be as important as programming or spelling or music, we ought
to consider how we might add it to the contest agenda. It is certainly possible to design such a
contest. Here is a suggestion:
• Students compete as teams.
• Each team is given a scenario that requires CT to analyze. This need not be, and normally
would not be, a puzzle but rather a collection of bits of information/data with varying provenances and degrees of reliability.
• Each team would analyze the scenario and reach a conclusion, which could be as simple as to
believe or disbelieve something (perhaps with a level of probability attached) or as complicated
as a recommended sequence of actions.
• Each team would be given particular tools: the internet, certain books, witnesses, etc., and a
time limit, perhaps one hour.
• The teams would submit, in written form, their conclusions to a panel of judges who would
evaluate each conclusion on the basis of appropriate use of evidence, logic, thoroughness,
balance, practicality, and so on. There should be no “right” answer (though perhaps some
clearly wrong ones).
A reasonably close model to this sort of contest is the formal debate.
CT is of course not limited to specific disciplines. It is important and is practiced in all
disciplines. Yet mathematicians are well-positioned to take a leading role in fostering CT for a
number of reasons. First, mathematics is the quintessential logical discipline; there is a sense in
which the mathematical argument is the perfect abstract of the CT argument and analysis. Second,
the mathematical subjects of probability theory and logic are essential prerequisites for CT. So it is
natural for mathematicians to take a lead in promoting CT.
Concretely, what can university and college mathematicians do?
• Regularly offer (through the mathematics department?) a course in CT.
• Lobby our colleagues to encourage students to take the course and work towards making it a
required course for all students.
• Provide guest lectures to high schools.
• Sponsor annual high school level team contests in critical thinking. Sponsor regional conferences in critical thinking.
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Teaching a course in critical thinking can be a lot of fun and should prove a popular offering.
Here is a possible course syllabus:
1. Introduction
2. Mathematical Underpinnings
(a) Elementary logic
(b) Probability
3.
4.
5.
6.

Assessing Evidence
Assessing Explanation
Causation or Correlation
Fallacies and Pitfalls
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Post hoc reasoning
Argument from authority
Argument from personal incredulity (Richard Dawkins’ favourite)
Slippery standards
Binary choice

7. The Romantic Attraction of the Rebel
(Copernicus, Wegener, Cantor, Warren and Marshall, Velikovsky)
8. Conniving Conjurors and Manipulative Mediums
9. Danger Signs
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Circular or convergent citations
Lack of falsifiability (Popper)
A dull Ockham’s razor
Anecdotal evidence
Ad hominem arguments
Hidden (maybe not too well) agenda

10. Fraud in the Laboratory and the field (Sole/Markwick, Baltimore/Imanishi-Kari, Hwang Woo
Suk, Piltdown Man, Nefertiti bust/Stierlin, Ossuary of James, van Meegeren)
11. Critical Thinking and Citizenship
12. Case Studies:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(l)
(m)

Astrology (the Mars effect)
Homeopathy
Acupuncture
Chiropractic
Global warming
Species loss (Lomborg versus Wilson)
Ghosts and haunted houses
UFOs
Evolution and intelligent design
Ganzfeld experiments
Holocaust denial and historical revisionism
Use of DDT
GM foods

It has been my hope in this brief note to increase the level of consciousness regarding CT
and its importance in making the world a little better, and to suggest a few ways in which educators,
and especially mathematics educators can play a role in this mission.
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THE BRITISH COLUMBIA SECONDARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS
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In 1973 John Ciriani of Cariboo College (which became Thompson Rivers University, TRU)
initiated the Cariboo College High School Mathematics Contest with the help of colleagues in the
Cariboo College Mathematics and Statistics Department. The intent of the contest was to enable
high school students in the Cariboo College region with an interest in mathematics to get local
support and recognition for their interest and abilities in mathematics. In 1979 Jim Totten joined
the department and quickly became an enthusiastic contributor to and supporter of the contest. In
1992 he compiled a book containing all of the problems from the contest papers over this period.
He also co-edited (with Leonard Janke) a separate book of solutions.
Meanwhile, two other institutions in British Columbia developed high school mathematics
contests. In 1977, at the suggestion of Robin Insley, the Mathematics Department at the College
of New Caledonia (CNC), consisting of Phil Beckman, Robin Insley, Peter Trushell, and myself,
developed a high school mathematics contest for students in the Central Interior region served by
CNC, inspired by the successful contest being run at Cariboo College. It ran successfully and independently from its inception until 1994. In 1990, shortly after I joined the Mathematics Department
at Okanagan College (OC) a third high school mathematics contest was initiated for students in the
OC region which ran independently from 1991 until 1994.
The 1993 meeting of the British Columbia Committee in Undergraduate Programs in Mathematics (BCCUPM, now BCCUPMs) was held at Selkirk College in Castlegar. There Jim Totten
approached members of the OC and CNC mathematics departments with a suggestion that the three
institutions pool their resources to offer a single mathematics contest. The contest would serve the
three colleges as well as any others in BC interested in such a contest, with the name, as suggested
by Jim, the British Columbia Colleges High School Mathematics Contest. This title was intended to
make explicit that the contest was intended for colleges, who interacted directly with their regions,
rather than universities. Both OC and CNC enthusiastically agreed. Jim then approached other
institutions and found further support for the idea. Over the years Colleges evolved into University
Colleges and then into Universities, so the original name became inappropriate and was changed to
the British Columbia Secondary School Mathematics Contest (BCSSMC).
It took a year to organize the combined contest with the first being held in 1995. Jim’s
idea was that Cariboo College would prepare the contest papers, with contributions from the other
institutions, and all participating institutions would use these for their local contests. The 1995
and 1996 contests were handled this way. The combined contest, following the Cariboo model,
consists of Preliminary and Final Rounds. Each round has a Junior level for grades 8 to 10 and
a Senior level for grades 11 and 12. The Preliminary Round consisting of twelve multiple choice
questions is written and marked at the individual schools in early March. Based on these results,
each school typically chooses two to four students to participate in the Final Round at the sponsoring
post-secondary institution in early May. The Final Round consists of ten multiple choice questions
and five questions requiring written answers, all of which are marked by a panel of faculty from
Corresponding author: clee@okanagan.bc.ca
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the sponsoring institution. In addition to the morning contest writing, Final Round activities
usually include a morning session for teachers, lunch for all participants, an afternoon activity
for the students during marking, and an award ceremony. Examples of afternoon student activities
are lectures by local/invited speakers, sports activities involving mathematics, or scavenger hunts.
The prizes awarded to winners range from scholarship prizes to cash or book prizes, depending on
the sponsoring institution. Note that copies of the contest papers from 1999 to the present, with
solutions, are available at the BCSSMC website at http://people.okanagan.bc.ca/clee/BCSSMC.
Following the success of the 1995 and 1996 contests, it was suggested that the only improvement would be to have members of more institutions be directly involved in the contest preparation
process. For the 1997 contest Don DesBrisay, Kirk Evenrude, and Jack Bradshaw from Cariboo College; Nicholas Buck and Edward Dobrowolski from CNC; Dave Murray, John Grant McLoughlin,
and Clint Lee from OC; Jim Bailey from College of the Rockies (formerly East Kootenay Community College) and Wayne Matthews from Camosun College; met at Cariboo College in Kamloops in
August 1996 for the inaugural Math Contest Brainstorming Session. Jim Totten had made most of
the local arrangements, including billets and a party at the end of the first day for all of the participants. However, he was absent due to winning an opportunity to play in a pro-am golf event at
the Greater Vancouver Open. A year later people came together in Kamloops again, before shifting
to the Kalamalka Campus of Okanagan College in Vernon where the session was hosted by myself
in 1998. Since 1999, the Brainstorming Sessions have been held in conjunction with the BCCUPMs
articulation meetings in mid-May, either before or after the main meeting. The Brainstorming Sessions include about 8 to 16 representatives from a cross-section of institutions across the province.
Participants usually bring some problems that they have prepared ahead of time and materials for
generating additional problems as needed. The session is divided into Junior and Senior groups,
each of which prepares rough drafts of Preliminary and Final round papers. Drafts are later typeset
into tentative versions of the contest papers. These are reviewed and revised over several months
by as many as twenty reviewers. Finished forms are then produced including solutions to all of the
problems that ultimately appear on the contest papers.
From the beginning, until he took the position of Editor-in-Chief of CRUX with Mayhem,
Jim participated actively in these sessions sharing his infectious enthusiasm for mathematics and its
manifestations in all areas. Jim’s humour contributed to the success and the enjoyment experienced
by all participants. He contributed problems and solutions for the contest, typeset either the contest
papers or the solutions, and participated in the review of the contest papers as they evolved into
their finished form. His abilities as a proofreader, his attention to detail, and his skills with wording
problems clearly were invaluable to all of those involved in the process.
Also during this period, Jim was active in recruiting institutions to participate in the contest.
He made himself available to any institution, especially smaller institutions just getting started with
the contest, to help during the final round in any capacity, especially as a speaker. In 2004 it
was suggested that The Pacific Institute for the Mathematical Sciences (PIMS) might be willing to
support some of these activities. Rick Brewster approached PIMS for such support and as a result
PIMS provides support for a range of the province-wide activities associated with the contest. Jim’s
recruiting activities brought the number of participating institutions up to a maximum of twelve in
one year, with a core of at least ten institutions. The institutions that have participated in the contest
over the years are: TRU in Kamloops, CNC in Prince George, OC in Kelowna, Langara College
in Vancouver, Capilano University in North Vancouver, Camosun College in Victoria, University of
the Fraser Valley in Abbotsford, North Island College in Campbell River, Malaspina University1 in
Nanaimo, College of the Rockies in Cranbrook, Selkirk College in Castlegar, Northwest Community
1 Renamed

Vancouver Island University
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College in Prince Rupert, UBC Okanagan in Kelowna, and Douglas College in New Westminster.
Approximately 2500 grade 8 to 12 students participate in the Preliminary Round of the Contest
each year and 500 participate again in the Final Round.
While Jim was Editor-in-Chief of CRUX with Mayhem, he scaled back his involvement
with the contest. During this period I took over many of the responsibilities that Jim had undertaken.
I typeset the drafts of the contest papers, managed the evolution of the contest papers, saw to the
distribution of the papers to the participating institutions, and oversaw and typeset solutions. Jim
continually remained available to provide advice and contribute his reviewing skills in doing a final
run through of the contest papers. Shortly before his death, he contacted me and indicated that
now that he was winding down his Editor-in-Chief duties and had retired from TRU, he was looking
forward to increasing his involvement with the contest.
It is clear that without the inspiration and efforts of Jim Totten, the British Columbia
Secondary School Mathematics Contest would not exist today. His enthusiasm for and contributions to the contest were key in developing the feelings of involvement and ownership of all of the
participating institutions.

Reprinted from Crux Mathematicorum with Mathematical Mayhem Vol. 35, No. 5 (2009),
pages 307-309, with the permission of the Canadian Mathematical Society.
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1

Introduction

The main thesis of this article is that there are a lot of advanced mathematical ideas in the analysis
of easily understood combinatorial games. The secondary thesis is that combinatorial games provide
a vehicle by which these ideas can be introduced in an informal and enjoyable way. In what follows,
we will try to support these theses by using the game “Cop and Robber” to talk about topics like
algorithms, characterizations, induction, quantifiers, relations, inequalities (bounds), generalization,
and others, without much formality and without directly mentioning when a topic arises. The door
will be left open for further exploration and discovery. A few unsolved problems will be described.
The article is intended to contain enough detail to understand the results about the game under
discussion, and to enable the reader to construct an outreach type presentation if desired (for an
example, see [9]).
Cop and Robber is a pursuit game played on a graph. Figure 1 illustrates the start of a
game. To start play, the Cop chooses a vertex of the graph to occupy (Figure 1(a)), and then the
Robber chooses a vertex to occupy (Figure 1(b)). The two sides then move alternately in the same
order (Cop, then Robber, then Cop, and so on). A move consists of either remaining at the currently
occupied vertex, or sliding along an edge to an adjacent vertex (Figure 1(c) and (d)). The Cop’s
goal is to catch the Robber, that is, to occupy the same vertex as the Robber. If this happens,
the Cop wins the game. The Robber wins the game if she can avoid ever being caught. The game
is played with perfect information, which means that each player knows the graph, position of his
opposite, and all options available.
Looking at the game shown in Figure 1, after the Cop has chosen her starting vertex there
is only one vertex that the Robber can choose to avoid being caught on the Cop’s next move. She
chooses that vertex in Figure 1(b). After the Cop slides along an edge to the position shown in
Figure 1(c), the Robber has no option that will allow her to avoid capture on the Cop’s next move.
Since the Cop moves first, the strategy described in this paragraph guarantees that she can catch
the Robber in an most three Cop’s moves.
The start of another game is illustrated in Figure 2. In this one, the Robber seems to always
have a move that allows her to avoid being adjacent to (next to) the Cop. Hence it appears that she
can avoid ever being caught. But we can’t play the game forever, and just because the Cop has not
caught the Robber by the time the players are tired does not mean that the Cop can never catch
the Robber. It is clear when the Cop has won the game because she is on the same vertex as the
Robber. How can situations in which the Robber wins be identified?
Corresponding author: gmacgill@uvic.ca
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(a) Cop chooses

(b) Robber chooses

(c) Cop moves

(d) Robber moves

Figure 1: Illustrating the beginning of a game

(a) Cop chooses

(b) Robber chooses

(c) Cop moves

(d) Robber moves

Figure 2: A game that the Robber wins
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Cop and Robber was introduced, independently, by Quilliot in 1978 [11], and in a paper
of Nowakowski and Winkler that was published in 1983 [10]. Since that time there have been a
substantial number of papers and theses written on this game, and its variants (see [5] for a list that
is current as of early 2009).
Very little graph theory is needed to describe the game and do an informal analysis. It
suffices to know that a graph consists of a finite, non-empty, collection of objects called vertices,
which are usually represented by points in the plane, and a collection of pairs of vertices called
edges, which are usually represented by line segments or curves joining the vertices in each pair.

Figure 3: Do you want to be the Cop or the Robber?
Each different graph gives rise to a different version of the game. The main question to be
answered is whether the Cop can catch the Robber. That is, is the graph cop-win or is it robber-win?
One or the other is always true because either the Cop has a winning strategy or she doesn’t. There
turns out to be a straightforward way to decide which [10, 11] but, if someone does not know a
theorem that characterizes cop-win graphs, the question can be framed differently by displaying a
moderately complicated graph like the one in Figure 3 and asking one of the players if she wants
to switch roles: “Do you want to be the Cop or the Robber?” Other questions can be asked that
bring to light some more subtle aspects of the analysis of this game. Three such questions are listed
below:
• Is it possible to describe the graphs on which the cop has a winning strategy?
• Suppose we can determine that the Cop can always catch the Robber. Can the winning
strategy, the strategy that guarantees the Cop will win, be described?
• Given that we can’t play forever, how long must we play the game before it is legitimate to
conclude that the Robber will never be caught? A different way to phrase this question is to
ask if there is an upper bound on the number of moves in a winning strategy.
These three questions are interrelated. Ways of approaching the first question will lead to ways of
approaching the second and third questions.

2

A first analysis of the game

One analysis of the game is recursive. Think about the position of the Cop and Robber, on the
Robber’s move, just before the Cop catches her. In order for the Robber to be caught on the next
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Cop’s move, every possible vertex that the Robber can occupy must be adjacent to the vertex the
Cop occupies. A vertex r, such as the one occupied by the Robber in this situation, for which there
is another vertex c adjacent to r and also to every other vertex besides itself adjacent to r, is called
a corner. The reasoning behind the name is that if the Robber is at r and the Cop is at c then the
Robber is corner ed. The vertex that the Robber occupies in Figure 1(c) is a corner. The extreme
left-hand vertex is also a corner, but no other vertex of this graph is a corner. No vertex of the
graph in Figure 2 is a corner.
If a graph G has at least two vertices and is cop-win, then it must have a corner, otherwise
the Robber always has a move to escape being caught. Suppose that x is a corner of G, and that y
is a vertex joined to x and every other vertex besides itself adjacent to x. We will now argue that
G is cop-win if and only if G − x, the graph obtained by deleting x and every edge that involves x,
is cop-win. If G − x is cop-win, then the Cop can catch the Robber on G by mimicking her winning
strategy on G − x. To do this, the Cop pretends the game is being played on G − x by playing as
if the Robber is on y whenever she is on x. When the Robber is “caught” on G − x, one of two
things is true: either the Cop and Robber are on the same vertex of G and the Robber is caught, or
the Cop is on y and the Robber is on x. In the latter case the Robber is caught on the next Cop’s
move because x is a corner and the vertex y is adjacent to x and every vertex besides itself which
is adjacent to x. On the other hand, if G − x is robber-win (that is, not cop-win), then the Robber
can win by playing the same strategy on G. No advantage to the Cop arises from her moving to x
because a move to y would always be possible and covers at least as many options.
The if and only if condition in the previous paragraph gives a straightforward way to determine if a given graph G is cop-win: If G has at least two vertices and has a corner x; delete x and
apply the same reasoning to G − x. If this procedure eventually reduces G to a single vertex, then G
is cop-win. If it doesn’t, then G is robber-win.
Suppose that the graph G is cop-win. Then, if it has at least two vertices, it has a corner,
say x1 . By the if and only if condition, the graph G1 = G − x1 is also cop-win, so if it has at least
two vertices, it has a corner, say x2 . By the if and only if condition, the graph G2 = G1 − x2 is also
cop-win, so if it has at least two vertices then it has a corner, say x3 . Continuing in this way, all of
the vertices of G can be deleted until a graph with only one vertex remains.
On the other hand, suppose that the graph G can be reduced to a single vertex xn by
deleting the other vertices of G in the order x1 , x2 , . . . , xn−1 so that, x1 is a corner of G and, for
i = 2, 3 . . . , n − 1, the vertex xi is a corner in graph Gi obtained from G by iteratively deleting
x1 , x2 , . . . , xi−1 as above (all edges involving any of these vertices are also deleted in the process).
Let Gn be the graph consisting of the single vertex xn . Since Gn is (obviously) cop-win, and
Gn = Gn−1 − xn−1 , by the if and only if condition the graph Gn−1 is cop-win. By the if and only if
condition again, the graph Gn−2 is cop-win. Continuing in this way, one eventually concludes that
the graph G is cop-win.
We now have a way of proving that a graph is cop-win: show that it can be reduced to a
single vertex by iteratively deleting corners. We also have a way of proving a graph is not cop-win:
show that after some number (which may be zero) of corners are deleted, a graph with at least
two vertices and no corner remains. Since a cop-win graph must have a corner, a graph with no
corners must be robber-win. By the if and only if condition, a cop-win graph can not be reduced to
a robber-win graph by iteratively deleting corners, the original graph G must be robber-win.
The graphs in Figure 1 and Figure 3 can be reduced to a single vertex by iteratively deleting
corners, hence they are both cop-win. The graph in Figure 2 has no corner and therefore can not
be so reduced. It is therefore robber-win.
There is a winning strategy for the Cop subtly buried in the above analysis. Finding it is
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v4

v5

v8

v6

v7

x5

v2

(a)

v3
(b)

Figure 4: Graphs used to illustrate numbering positions
left as an exercise in thinking recursively. (Hint: apply the argument that if G − x is cop-win then
G is cop-win to the graphs Gn , Gn−1 , . . . , G1 in succession.)

3

A second analysis of the game

A winning strategy for the Cop if one exists, and if so an upper bound on the number of moves
needed for the Cop to catch the Robber, are readily determined from a different analysis of the
game. It arises from looking at the game beginning with what appears to be a truism: the Cop can
catch the Robber if, no matter to which vertex the Robber moves, the Cop can relocate so that fewer
moves than before are needed to catch her.
This obvious fact leads to the recognition that the game is a sequence of positions (c, r),
where c is the vertex occupied by the Cop and r is the vertex occupied by the Robber, when it is
the Robber’s turn to move. It also leads to the recognition that, assuming optimal play – each player
always makes her best possible move – the number of further Cop’s moves needed to win, if possible,
depends only on the current position.
If the Cop and Robber are located at the same vertex then the game is over, so no more
Cop’s moves are needed for the Cop to catch the Robber. If the Robber’s vertex r is a corner, and
the Cop’s vertex c is adjacent to r and every other vertex besides itself adjacent to r, then one
more Cop’s move is needed for the Cop to catch the Robber. These situations suggest the idea of
assigning a pair (c, r) the integer k if the Cop, located at c, can catch the Robber, located at r, in
at most k more Cop’s moves. We will analyse the following way of assigning non-negative integers
to ordered pairs of vertices.
• For each vertex w, assign the pair (w, w) the integer 0.
• If possible, assign the unnumbered pair (c, r) the smallest integer k such that, for every vertex
r1 which either equals r or is adjacent to r, there is a vertex c1 which either equals c or is
adjacent to c, such that the pair (c1 , r1 ) is numbered less than k.
The vertex numbering becomes less cumbersome to understand once some decent notation
is introduced. It can be done in an n × n array whose columns and rows are indexed by the vertices
of the graph, and in which the entry in column c and row r is either the number assigned to the pair
(c, r) or “−” if the pair is unnumbered. (While it is tempting to read the first coordinate as the row
index, we have deliberately chosen the same order of coordinates as is used for the Cartesian plane.)
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The condition “For each vertex w, assign the pair (w, w) the integer zero.” says that the entries on
the main diagonal of the array (positions (x1 , x1 ), (x2 , x2 ), . . . , (xn , xn )) are all 0. For the graph in
Figure 4(a) we have n = 6, and when this is done the array is:
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
r/c

0
−
−
−
−
−
x1

−
0
−
−
−
−
x2

−
−
0
−
−
−
x3

−
−
−
0
−
−
x4

−
−
−
−
0
−
x5

−
−
−
−
−
0
x6

We will do two examples before moving on to the general case.
Suppose we want to see if the pair (x3 , x2 ) can be numbered 1. By the condition, this
happens if 1 is the “smallest integer such that, for every vertex r1 which either equals x2 or is
adjacent to x2 , there is a vertex c1 which either equals x3 or is adjacent to x3 , such that the pair
(c1 , r1 ) is numbered less than 1”. Referring to Figure 4(a), the possibilities for r1 are x1 , x2 , x3 and
x6 . We need to consider each of these in turn. We will look at x1 first. The first question to be
answered is whether, in the row x1 there is a pair numbered less than 1 in the column of some
vertex equal or adjacent to x3 . And there is: (x1 , x1 ) is numbered zero. Similarly, in each of rows
x2 , x3 and x6 there is a pair numbered 0 in the column of a vertex adjacent to x3 . The pairs are
(x2 , x2 ), (x3 , x3 ) and (x6 , x6 ), respectively. Before assigning (x3 , x2 ) the number 1 we need to check
that 1 is the smallest number that it can be assigned. This is true because, by definition of the
numbering procedure, the pair can not be assigned 0. We can therefore put a 1 in column x3 and
row x2 , and the array becomes:
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
r/c

0
−
−
−
−
−
x1

−
0
−
−
−
−
x2

−
1
0
−
−
−
x3

−
−
−
0
−
−
x4

−
−
−
−
0
−
x5

−
−
−
−
−
0
x6

Now suppose we want to see if the pair (x3 , x1 ) can be numbered 1. The vertices equal to
or adjacent to x1 are x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 and x5 . Each of these must be considered in turn. For x1 , x2 , x3
and x4 we find the pairs (x1 , x1 ), (x2 , x2 ), (x3 , x3 ), and (x4 , x4 ) as above. Finally, we consider x5 .
In the row corresponding to x5 the only pair numbered less than 1 is (x5 , x5 ), but it is not in the
column of a vertex equal or adjacent to x3 . Therefore the pair (x3 , x1 ) can not be numbered 1.
If each of the unnumbered pairs in the array is considered as above, it turns out that the
only other pair that can be assigned 1 is (x4 , x5 ). Thus, after as many vertices as possible can be
numbered 0 or 1, the array is:
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
r/c

0
−
−
−
−
−
x1

−
0
0
−
−
−
x2

−
1
0
−
−
−
x3

−
−
−
0
1
−
x4

−
−
−
−
0
−
x5

−
−
−
−
−
0
x6
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Next we consider all pairs one at a time to see if any can be assigned 2. The order in which
they are considered does not matter because whether a pair can be assigned 2 depends only on pairs
that have been assigned 0 or 1. Once all unnumbered pairs have been considered for numbering
with 2 we move on to trying to number pairs 3, then 4, and so on until, finally, no more pairs can
be numbered. By proceeding in this way the question of using the smallest possible number for
each pair is handled automatically. If we have proceeded systematically then by the time we try to
number a pair with k, we know it can not be numbered less than k and therefore k is the smallest
number that can be assigned.
Looking at row x1 , we see that (x2 , x1 ) can not be numbered because x4 is adjacent to x1
but there is no numbered pair in row x4 and the column of a vertex equal or adjacent to x2 . We
next consider (x3 , x1 ). The vertices equal or adjacent to x1 are x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 and x5 . In row x1 we
find that pair (x1 , x1 ) is numbered and in the column of a vertex adjacent to x3 . In rows x2 , x3 , x4
and x5 the pairs (x3 , x2 ), (x3 , x3 ), (x4 , x4 ) and (x4 , x5 ), respectively, are numbered and in columns
adjacent to vertices equal or adjacent to x3 . Hence (x3 , x2 ) can be numbered 2.
Arguing as in the above paragraph, after assigning as many pairs as possible the number 2,
the array becomes:
x1
0 − 2
2 − −
x2 − 0
1
2 − −
x3 − − 0
2 − −
x4 − − 2
0 − −
x5 − − 2
1
0 −
x6 − − 2
2 − 0
r/c x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6
The array above has 62 entries. In general, if G has n vertices the array will have n2 entries.
Proceeding systematically, for each integer k we either fail to number any pairs or else number a
pair with k. Thus the numbering process eventually stops. This can be because the array is filled
in (all pairs are numbered), or because no more unnumbered vertices can be assigned a number.
However, it is not necessary to number as many vertices as possible in order to determine that the
Cop can win the game. Suppose there is a vertex s such that every entry in column s is a number.
If the Cop is at vertex s then, according to the meaning of the numbers (and as we will argue below)
no matter what vertex the Robber is at, she will get caught. That is, we will show that a graph is
cop-win if and only if the numbering procedure eventually results in a column with no “−”. In order
to determine that a graph is robber-win, it is necessary to verify that this condition never holds.
The only way to do that is to continue numbering vertices until no more can be numbered. The
completed array with a “−” in each column is then a certificate that the graph is robber-win.
Suppose the Cop has started the game by choosing the vertex s, and the Robber has
responded by choosing vertex r0 . If the pair (s, r0 ) is numbered, then the Cop can win. The
strategy is: First, move to a vertex c0 for which (c0 , r0 ) is numbered less than (s, r0 ). Then after
each subsequent Robber’s move, move to a vertex so that the new position is numbered less than
the position you were in before the Robber moved. The first part is possible by definition of the
numbering: take y1 = y0 in the second bullet point. The second part is possible by the definition
of the numbering. For any possible Robber’s move there is a Cop’s move to a position which is
numbered lower still. Suppose the position (c0 , r0 ) is numbered k. We are using the word “position”
as opposed to “pair” to indicate that it is the Robber’s turn to move. By definition of the numbering,
for any vertex r1 to which the Robber can move, there is a vertex c1 to which the Cop can move so
that the position (c1 , r1 ) is numbered less than k (therefore, at most k − 1). In turn, if (c1 , r1 ) is
not numbered zero then, by definition of the numbering, for every possible Robber’s move from r1
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to a vertex r2 there is Cop’s move from c1 to a vertex c2 so that the position (c2 , r2 ) is numbered
less than (c1 , r1 ). Continuing in this way, the sequence of positions that arise as the game is played
optimally gives rise to a corresponding sequence of positive integers in which the largest term is
k, and each subsequent term is smaller than its immediate predecessor. The sequence of positions
therefore has as most k terms, and must eventually terminate in a position numbered 0. That is,
the Cop catches the Robber in at most k moves.
In order for the Cop to win the game, she must be able to choose an initial vertex from
which she can catch the Robber (in some number of moves) no matter which initial vertex the robber
chooses. We will now argue that the Cop can win if and only if she is able to choose a start vertex
s so that the pair (s, r0 ) is numbered for all possible choices of r0 . In the array, such a vertex is
one for which every entry in its column is a number (none are ”−”), so it is easy to see if such a
vertex exists. The argument in the previous paragraph shows that if the vertex s can be chosen,
then the Cop wins. On the other hand, suppose that no such vertex exists. Then for every vertex
s there is a vertex r such that the pair (s, r) is not numbered. By definition of the numbering, this
happens when there is a vertex r0 , which either equals r or is adjacent to r, such that for every
vertex s′ , which either equals s or is adjacent to s, the pair (s′ , r0 ) is not numbered. Once the Cop
has chosen s, the Robber chooses the vertex r0 from the previous sentence. No matter which vertex
c0 to which the Cop moves, the pair (c0 , r0 ) is unnumbered. By definition of the numbering, there
exists a vertex r1 to which the Robber can move and is such that the pair (c1 , r1 ) is unnumbered
for any vertex c1 to which the Cop can move. As in the previous situation, the Robber has a move
which makes it impossible for the Cop to move to a numbered pair. Since all pairs where the Cop
and Robber are on the same vertex are numbered 0, the Robber can continue moving in this way
and never be caught.
The Cop can win the game on the graph in Figure 4(a) in at most 2 additional moves by
choosing x3 on her first move: each entry in column x3 equals 0, 1 or 2. (The vertex x4 would also
work as a start vertex.) This agrees with our discussion of the play in Figure 1.
For the graph in Figure 4(b) the only pairs that can be numbered are (v1 , v1 ), (v2 , v2 ), . . . , (v8 , v8 ).
By the discussion above, this graph is robber-win. This agrees with our analysis of the game using
the method of iteratively deleting corners discussed in the previous section.
The analysis in this section can be used to calculate the maximum length of the game on
any cop-win graph assuming optimal play: it is the smallest integer k such that there is a vertex s
for which all entries in column s are at most k. Stated differently, if the numbering has been done
systematically by assigning all possible zeros, then all possible ones, and so on, then the integer k is
the number that is being assigned when the first column without a “−” appears. An upper bound
on this maximum in a cop-win graph with n vertices follows from the numbering procedure. There
are n pairs which are assigned the number 0. If all pairs are eventually numbered, then each of the
integers 1, 2, . . . , t, where t is the maximum number assigned to a pair, is assigned to at least one
pair. Since each of n2 − n pairs which are numbered greater than zero could be assigned a different
number, it follows that no pair can be numbered greater than n2 − n. Hence, if the Cop can catch
the Robber, then she can do so in at most n2 − n Cop’s moves, and assuming optimal play, if the
Robber has avoided capture for n2 − n + 1 Cop’s moves, then she will never be caught.
The bound n2 − n is not the best possible. That is, there is no graph with n vertices in
which n2 − n Cop’s moves are required for the Cop to catch the Robber. It can be improved to
n2 − n − (n − 1) = n2 − 2n + 1 by refining the above argument slightly. By contrast, Nancy Clarke
has proved that n − 1 Cop’s moves suffice [4]. Is this bound the best possible? No one knows.
Geňa Hahn of Université de Montréal has asked whether, for every cop-win graph, there
is always a winning strategy in which the distance between the Cop and Robber (informally, the
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smallest number of edges one must use to travel from the Cop’s vertex to the Robber’s vertex) does
not increase on any move. He believes this statement to be true, but to date no has has been able
to prove it, or provide a counterexample to demonstrate that it is false.

4

Concluding remarks

An informal analysis of the game “Cop and Robber” has been used to talk about proofs, characterizations, induction, quantifiers, relations, inequalities (bounds), and algorithms. Some unsolved
problems have been mentioned. Generalizations of the game, and several more unsolved problems,
will be mentioned below.
The game can be extended to the situation where there is more than one Cop. In this
situation the proper name for the game is “Cops and Robber”. It is described similarly. There are
two sides: a group of k > 0 Cops, and a single Robber. To start the game, a vertex is chosen for
each Cop, and then the Robber chooses a vertex. The two sides move alternately as before. A move
for the Cops consists of each Cop either staying at her current vertex or sliding along an edge to an
adjacent vertex. The Cops win the game if any one of them ever occupies the same vertex as the
Robber. There are potentially two different versions of the game: it is unknown whether there is an
advantage to the Cops if more than one Cop is allowed to be on the same vertex at the same time.
Clarke and MacGillivray have recently extended the method of numbering positions to Cops
and Robber games with any fixed number of Cops [5].
Putting a Cop on each vertex of a graph guarantees that the Robber will be caught. Therefore, for each graph G there is a least number of Cops that suffice to catch the Robber. This is
called the cop number of G. √
It was first introduced by Aigner and Fromme in 1984 [1]. Meniel has
conjectured that essentially n Cops always suffice to catch the Robber if the graph is connected
(informally, if it is possible to get between any two vertices by travelling along edges of the graph).
The best known upper bound on the cop number is due to Chiniforooshan: there is a number c such
that the cop number of a connected graph is always at most c · logn n [3].
For any fixed number of Cops it is feasible to determine whether the Cops can catch the
Robber [2, 5, 7, 8]. By feasible we mean that it is possible to write a computer program that will
answer the question in a “reasonable” amount of time. On the other hand, it is not feasible to
determine the cop number of a graph [6]. That is, even for relatively small graphs it could take
decades or worse for a computer program to find the answer.
Finally, we mention that graphs do not actually need to be finite, and so it is possible to
consider Cops and Robber games on infinite graphs (for references, see [5]). The situation is much
more complex. Many of the counter-intuitive subtleties of dealing with infinite objects come into
play very quickly.
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1

Introduction

Working on the development of the Linear Algebra Course for Open Learning at Thompson Rivers
University, I noticed that one big challenge for students taking the course is understanding the
necessity of proofs and learning how to conduct proofs.
In The Nature and Role of Reasoning and Proof from the Park City Mathematics Institute,
[Mathematics Education Program 2007 International Seminar’s policy brief which can be found at
mathforum.org/pcmi/nature11.05.07Final.pdf], the following observations are made.
• When constructing a proof it is important to understand that once something is proved, there
are no counterexamples that contradict the proof.
• A proof is true in all circumstances under the conditions by which it was constructed.
For many students, writing a proof is the hardest part of mathematics. To help overcome
this difficulty, I provide them with some techniques used to conduct proofs and some examples
of such proofs applied to Linear Algebra. In the course material, I present these techniques in
an appendix. The students are not tested on this part; rather the aim is to help them make the
transition to upper level courses that require writing proofs. I hope in this way, Jim Totten would
have been happy to have had my former students in his classes.
In my talk, we discussed the meaning of the word proof. The etymology of the word proof
comes from the Latin probare meaning “to test”. A more functional definition comes from James
Harris’s blog mymath.blogspot.com/2005/07/definition-of-mathematical-proof.html.
An absolute definition of a Mathematical Proof would be: a mathematical proof is a math
argument that starts with a truth and proceeds by logical steps [axioms, definitions and
earlier theorems] to a conclusion which then must be true.

2

Examples of proofs

In Wikibook en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Mathematical Proof the following methods of proof are
discussed. In my talk, I provided examples of these methods of proof as used in Linear Algebra.

2.1

Constructive or Direct Proof

E. L. Lady in Diagram of a Proof www.math.hawaii.edu/∼lee/linear/lin-ind.pdf gives an
example of a constructive proof.
Corresponding author: astefan@tru.ca
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Example 1 Let A be a m × n matrix, and let v1 , v2 , . . . , vp be vectors in Rn . Prove that if the
vectors Av1 , Av2 , . . . , Avp are linearly independent in Rm , then the vectors v1 , v2 , . . . , vp are linearly
independent in Rn .
A second example involving direct proof highlights the importance of the “if, and only if”
biconditional.
Example 2 Prove that ||u + v|| = ||u|| + ||v|| if, and only if, u and v have the same direction.
(See Larson, Falvo, Elementary Linear Algebra 6th Ed, 2009 Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
Publishing Co., A1-A6, Ex 117, section 5.1)

2.2

Indirect Proofs

In the talk we looked at two examples. Example 3 was done using a Proof by Contradiction.
Example 3 Prove if A is invertible, then A−1 is unique.
Example 4 was proved using the closely related technique of Proof by Contrapositive.
Example 4 If A and B are square matrices of order n, such that AB is singular, then either A or
B is singular.

2.3

Proof by Induction

The method of mathematical induction is fundamental in linear algebra. We examined a standard
example.
Example 5 Suppose A1 , A2 , . . . , An are invertible matrices. Prove
−1

(A1 A2 · · · An )

2.4

−1 −1
= A−1
n · · · A2 A1

Counterexamples

We can disprove a statement using a counterexample. We employed this idea in examining several
questions including:
Example 6 If A and B are square matrices of order n and AB = AC is B = C always true?
(See www.fiu.edu/∼hudsons/la/lahelp/l45.pdf) and
Example 7 Is the following transformation

  3 
x
x
T
=
y
y2
a linear transformation?
(See en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Linear Algebra/Linear Transformations)
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CALGARY MATH CIRCLE: JOURNEY TO THE INTERNATIONAL
MATHEMATICAL OLYMPIAD
Adrian Tang
University of Calgary
Abstract
It is the dream of many high school math enthusiasts to participate in the International
Mathematical Olympiad (IMO). The Calgary Math Circle was created in 2005 to nurture the
mathematical talents of students in the Calgary area and prepare these students to succeed in
mathematical olympiad competitions. With stories of triumph and setbacks, this paper is about
my experience in organizing problem-solving sessions at the Calgary Math Circle and will tell
the story of three Calgary high school students successfully reaching their dreams of being on
the Canadian IMO team.

1

An Overview of Mathematical Competitions, Math Circles and the
International Mathematical Olympiad

Mathematical competitions and math circles have been catalysts for encouraging young Canadian
students to study mathematics and to incorporate mathematics into their lives for several decades.
These competitions give students the opportunity to develop their problem-solving skills beyond
those taught inside a classroom. The students learn that mathematics exists in all facets of life,
such as games, finance, patterns in nature and many more. Mathematics is a beautiful subject
to study. The goal of the Canadian Mathematical Society is “to champion mathematics through
initiatives that explain, promote and increase the general understanding of mathematics, provide
extracurricular opportunities for students, and encourage partnerships with corporate, government
and not-for-profit agencies.” There are currently many competitions in Canada for students in as
early as grade seven. I feel that it is important to nurture students with mathematical talent and
those who are passionate about mathematics. Effective ways to help students reach their potential
are by mathematical competitions and by mathematical outreach programs such as math circles.
The pinnacle of all mathematical competitions is the International Mathematical Olympiad
(IMO). The IMO first began in 1959 with seven countries participating. Since then, the IMO has
grown world-wide with new countries participating every year. Ninety-seven countries participated
in IMO 2008 held in Madrid, Spain. For every year since 1981, Canada has participated in the IMO
by sending six high school students to the competition’s hosting country for that year to compete
with other countries in the world.1 The IMO is a two-day competition with three problems on each
day. Each student is given four and a half hours each day to solve the three problems. The problems
are extremely difficult and require insight, creativity and mathematical knowledge to solve. Canada
has performed exceptionally well since its participation, winning 16 gold medals, 37 silver medals
and 66 bronze medals. In each year, Canada ranked amongst the top 25 percent of all participating
countries. Canada ranked 22nd out of the ninety-seven participating countries.
Corresponding author: tang@math.ucalgary.ca
only exception was the year 1981. An IMO team for this year consisted of eight students instead of six.
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It is the dream of many aspiring young mathematicians to be on the Canadian IMO team.
Since only six students are selected for the Canadian team, students work hard to develop the
problem-solving skills to perform well on the mathematical competitions whose results determine
the six Canadian team members. The required problem-solving skills far exceed those taught inside
a classroom. Topics such as radical axis of two circles, the Euclidean algorithm and the CauchySchwarz inequality are almost never visited in a high school classroom. Students must learn and
develop problem-solving skills through means such as books, mathematical internet forums or by
participating in a city’s math circle or math camp, if there is one. However, even though it is easy
for students to obtain resources for learning problem-solving skills independently, it is not always
easy for the students to use these skills effectively. It is beneficial for these students to have someone,
like a professor at a university, a graduate student or a former IMO participant with competition
experience, to guide them in the right direction as to how to do effective and sophisticated problem
solving. It is for this reason that math circles are developing in many cities across Canada. As of 2004,
there were math circles or math nights organized in centres including Vancouver, Calgary, Edmonton,
Toronto and Halifax. There is a math night at the University of Calgary that runs during the school
year. This math night provided students a wonderful opportunity to do recreational mathematics
in a fun relaxed environment. However, I wanted to create a math circle with special attention to
competitions and to extremely difficult mathematical problems. I wanted to help talented students
with a history of doing well on competitions to further develop their problem-solving skills beyond
what they thought possible. If I see a student with high potential, I want to do whatever it takes
for that student to reach his or her potential. This was my vision in August 2005.
This paper will tell my story. It is organized as follows: This introductory section is followed
by Section 2, which will tell my story as a participant of mathematical competitions during my high
school years and how I subsequently created the Calgary Math Circle. Section 3 will describe my
initial strategies as to how I ran the Calgary Math Circle in its first year. I will discuss the pros
and cons of these initial strategies. Section 4 will describe how I refined my teaching strategies from
the first year to be more effective in teaching and motivating the students to learn independently
and to improve their mathematical communication skills in both verbal and written form. Section 5
will tell the success stories coming out of the Calgary Math Circle. I will conclude the paper with
a summary of how to run an effective math circle and give encouragement to everyone to begin a
math circle in your city.

2

My Story

Once upon a time, I was an active participant in mathematical competitions from 1994-1998. These
were my high school years. I began participating in mathematical competitions in my ninth grade. I
always knew that I was talented in mathematics. However, the mathematics taught in the classroom
were not enough to satisfy my thirst for knowledge. I needed a challenge. In my first year of
high school, I was encouraged by my teachers and fellow students to write a few mathematical
competitions. The first math competition that I wrote consisted of the most challenging and fun
mathematics I had seen at the time. It was clear that I had a lot more to learn and I certainly had
the desire to learn more. I obtained success in my second year of high school and was invited to a
math seminar held at the University of Waterloo. It was at this seminar that I first met students
from all across Canada with similar hobbies, talent and accomplishments. Upon talking to other
students and engaging in the problem-solving sessions, it was clear that I had a lot of mathematics
to learn. “What the heck is Cauchy-Schwarz inequality? What’s this Euclidean algorithm that
everybody is using?”, I asked myself. I wanted to learn everything. But I was baffled by many of the
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mathematical problems I was given and amazed at how efficiently some of the other students solved
them. I was a competitive person, so I became a sponge that tried to learn how other students solved
math problems and paid attention to their thought processes and techniques. I had the passion and
the energy. However, the seminar was only a week long and it proved to be a lot longer before I
developed the same mathematical savvy as some of these students. The two main pieces of advice
I was given that week were to work hard and to never get discouraged. It was at this seminar that
I learned about the IMO. I had many goals in my high school years. It was clear that making the
Canadian IMO team was going to be one of them.
Over the next few years, I continued to work hard by reading books, solving problems
from past mathematical competitions and solving problems from the correspondence math program
organized by Dr. Edward Barbeau. For this correspondence program, Dr. Barbeau sent a list of
problems to students by mail and the students submitted fully written solutions back for grading.
I endured my share of further success and disappointment throughout my high school years. I was
given very good constructive criticism of my problem-solving approach and of my written work.
Thanks to the guidance of the correspondence math program, my problem solving and presentation
skills improved. I loved problem-solving and I loved mathematics more than ever. I never stopped
challenging myself to become a better problem solver even when I was capable of solving extremely
difficult problems. In my final year of high school, I achieved my goal of making the Canadian IMO
team. The competition was held in Taipei, Taiwan that year and I was ecstatic to win a bronze
medal at the 1998 IMO. It was one of my proudest accomplishments up to that point in my life.
On top of that, I made friendships with people I met in Taiwan whom I still keep in contact with
to this day. The whole IMO experience was phenomenal, in both the mathematics and the culture
of visiting a new country. It was no wonder so many students I met also dreamed of being on the
Canadian IMO team.
The upcoming fall term was the beginning of my first year at the University of Waterloo,
pursuing a computer science and mathematics Bachelor degree. I graduated from the University of
Waterloo with a Double Honours Computer Science and Bachelor of Mathematics degree in 2003.
I obtained my Masters degree in combinatorics at Dalhousie University in 2004. I began my PhD
program in mathematics at the University of Calgary in the fall of 2004. It was here that I met Dr.
Bill Sands, who was the Canadian IMO chair and responsible for helping organize the competitions
and events for choosing the Canadian IMO team each year. I was told about the upcoming IMO
2005 team training in Calgary. At this point it had been seven years since I had participated in the
IMO. I figured that I could be a helpful trainer considering that I had experience as a student and
would know what a good training session is like. Plus I gained more mathematical knowledge by
being a math student in university. I was chosen to be the Deputy Observer for the 2005 Canadian
IMO team. I began my first training session. From talking to the students, it was clear to me
that the IMO itself, the students’ resources and training styles had evolved over the previous seven
years. One major factor in this evolution is the increased availability of the internet compared to
the 1990’s. There are internet discussion forums where students discussed ideas with people around
the world and learned many new theorems and shortcuts that trivialized many difficult problems.
Imagine my shame when I gave a problem set to the students that was supposed to keep them busy
for two days and the problem set was complete within a few hours. I had a lot of catching up to
do on this new material that these students knew for the IMO. I knew that I could become a good
trainer and good lecturer. I spent time adapting to the students’ new-found resourcefulness and
learned these new shortcutting theorems that allowed me to become a decent lecturer.
There were four non-IMO team members present at the IMO training. They were local
Calgary students who had experienced success in mathematical competitions, and were certainly
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prime contenders for future IMO teams. My head started turning. These students love math and
are probably amongst the strongest students in Canada who are not on the IMO team. I envisioned
running a math circle in Calgary to further sharpen their problem-solving skills to increase their
chances of making the IMO team in the following year. I ran this idea by Dr. Bill Sands. His eyes lit
up and he fully supported this idea. The plan was to check for interest from the students and begin
running weekly two-hour sessions starting in the upcoming Fall semester. I sent out four emails and
got back four responses saying yes. My new pet project was about to begin.

3

Calgary Math Circle: The First Year

The most important goal of any math circle is for the students to enjoy themselves and enjoy what
they are doing. I feel that even success in mathematical olympiads would be tainted if the student
achieving this success hated doing mathematics. I made sure that my math circle was upbeat, fun
and filled with ideas bouncing around.
My initial strategy was to run weekly sessions, pick an interesting topic, create a list of
problems of varying difficulty related to that topic and give the students sufficient time to work on
the problems. It is not difficult to choose an interesting topic in mathematics. The four main topics
for the IMO are number theory, Euclidean geometry, algebra and combinatorics. There are many
subtopics to choose from within each of these topics. Thanks to the internet there is no shortage
of nice problems for any given topic. Everyone has access to competition problems not just from
Canada, but from many countries around the world. An excellent internet source for many nice
math problems is a web site called Mathlinks (also called the Art of Problem Solving). I planned to
spend the first few weeks of the math circle determining what topics each student was comfortable
with. Based on my observations, I choose problems with the appropriate difficulty level.
Next, I planned the layout of each session of the Calgary Math Circle. In a two hour session,
the first twenty minutes is spent on warm-up problems to review familiar material with the students
or to take up the material from the previous week. The next forty minutes is spent on the main
topic. The fundamental ideas behind the topics are discussed and demonstrations on how problems
on this topic can be solved are shown. The final sixty minutes is spent on the given problem set.
The problem set contains problems of various difficulty. Some are fairly straight-forward and others
require a lot of time, problem-solving sophistication and imagination. The problem set consists of
roughly eight to ten problems, which is more than enough to keep everyone busy for the entire sixty
minutes.
The enthusiasm in the room was phenomenal. Some students were bouncing ideas back
and forth with each other. Some students preferred working quietly on their own, which I wholeheartedly accepted. From the conversations the students were having about the problems, it was
clear that they understood the ideas demonstrated in the lecture. So far so good. I repeated this
process every week, with a new topic each week. I made sure that the students continued to enjoy
what they were doing. Teaching mathematics and motivating students to succeed in competitions
are easy tasks, right?
Unfortunately, there were drawbacks to this strategy of running the math circle. Even
though many topics were covered, I did not organize the topics so that there was coherency between
successive weeks. Without realizing it, I was expecting the students to learn a topic and all its
nuances immediately after seeing the topic only once. They may understand the topic for a brief
moment that night. But what I realized was that without spending a long duration on challenging
material, the material will not be retained in the students’ head. Dr. Richard Guy of the University of
Calgary, a brilliant and prolific mathematician once told me that he needed to see a new challenging
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topic six times before truly understanding the topic at hand. I am not an expert in how sleep affects
the human brain. But I am fairly sure that a person’s thoughts and knowledge are organized in
his or her brain during his or her sleeping period. When I teach a challenging topic, I need to give
the students a few days and a few nights to think over the topic. I am sure that several nights of
sleep help organize the topic into their heads. Slowly but surely the fundamentals of the topics will
be well understood. I can spend the next week reinforcing the knowledge by demonstrating more
examples. Then there is a higher likelihood of information being retained in the students’ head.
Unfortunately, this was not what I did. I realized that spending only one week on a challenging topic was not sufficient. Instead of reinforcing the taught material, I threw in a new topic
with little to no relevance to the previous topic. The effort which the students gave to learn the
difficult material may have been in vain. A large percentage of the material each week was not
retained and the large number of topics covered may have overwhelmed the students at the time
of the competition. When a student is in panic during a competition, he/she may start thinking
“what technique should I use for this problem? The technique I learned didn’t work nicely for this
problem, unlike the problem presented at the lecture. What should I do?” These are dilemmas that
students encounter on a problem when they are not experienced enough to fully understand certain
problem-solving techniques. Covering one relatively easy topic each week is fine. However, trying
to cover a challenging topic with many nuances each week proved to be cumbersome.
Another drawback is that students did not have enough time to practice writing up solutions.
By not writing up a full solution, students may not be aware of mistakes in their reasoning and may
not learn how to communicate their ideas fully in written form. At a competition, students have a
tendency to not write down all of the steps of a solution. The students need to know what steps
need to be written down, and what constitutes a well-written solution. I had neglected to help the
students’ mathematical writing abilities and knew that I had to figure out a way to help the students
in this regard.
Although the feedback I received for the math night was generally positive, a common
piece of feedback I was given was that I was giving problems that were easier than those on the
competition. Subconsciously I was too afraid to let the students be overwhelmed by challenging
problems and too afraid to let them fail. In hindsight, I realized that I should not have been afraid.
The students are fully aware that I am giving them some of the hardest mathematical problems they
can encounter in their young careers. They were ready to be challenged.
Over the summer after the first year of the Calgary Math Circle, I gave some thought as
to how to further improve the Calgary Math Circle and how to be more effective in improving a
student’s problem solving skills. I asked myself, if I had to do it all over again, what would I change?
I was beginning the second year of the Calgary Math Circle. I was also chosen to be the 2007 IMO
Deputy Leader for the Canadian team. I knew changes had to be made.

4

Effective Outreach Techniques

To help a student reach his or her full potential, the trainer cannot be afraid to let the students
fail on numerous occasions and perhaps for long periods of time. Initially, I was afraid to teach
extremely difficult topics, even though knowledge of these topics would be tremendously helpful to
succeeding in mathematics competitions. I learned that students are extremely resilient. In the
face of a challenge, students who are enthusiastic and passionate about mathematics will rise to the
occasion and exceed expectations.
I also learned that students are willing to spend more than two hours a week doing mathematics with each other. I also have to remember that there are two components of mathematical
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competitions; the mathematics and the competition. To succeed in mathematical competition: students must develop savvy problem-solving skills. But they must also manage their time efficiently
during a competition. The IMO consists of two days with four and a half hours allotted for three
problems each day. An example of poor time management is spending all four and a half hours
on one problem and allocating no time for the other two problems. The best way for a student to
manage time efficiently strongly depends on the topics that the student are comfortable with and
depends on the student’s character. It is up to the student to know what four and a half hours feel
like and learn how to manage time properly. The only way to give the students this experience is to
offer practice competitions. It is nearly impossible to host practice competitions on weeknights for
four and a half hours since students have to attend school during the day. The only reasonable way
to offer practice competitions is to host them on weekends. Amazingly, the students are enthusiastic
about this idea and are happy to accept this unique opportunity.
Beginning in the second year of the Calgary Math Circle, the math circle consisted of two
components. First is the weekly lecture and problem-solving session for two hours on Tuesday nights.
The lectures are accessible to those who simply enjoy problem solving without the competition
aspect and to those who strived to perform well on competitions. The second component is the
practice competitions on weekends whose problems are not necessarily restricted to topics taught
at the lectures. This part is mainly for the competitors, and perhaps the non-competitors who
simply enjoy solving problems with some time restraint. These practice competitions were created
so that they closely resemble the style, format and difficulty of actual competitions that the students
eventually write. These competitions gave students the opportunity to solve problems under time
constraint, while teaching them to develop good time management and to employ sensible strategies
on a competition.
I started giving lectures that were far more effective than those given in the first year of
the Calgary Math Circle. I spent multiple weeks on challenging topics and I wrote notes that
demonstrated in written form how problems on these topics are solved. The more students read
mathematics, the more likely they will understand a topic and present the mathematics involved in
this topic. I chose topics that were difficult to learn independently. I left out the topics that I felt
could be learned independently by the students without much difficulty. I may however visit these
topics in a future practice competition. The following list is my newly refined strategy and personal
philosophy for giving effective mathematical lectures to students:
1. Spend more time on each of a few topics rather than a little time on each of many topics.
Lecture the topics that are difficult to learn independently and encourage independent learning
on the other topics.
2. Spend at least three sessions on one topic and related problem solving techniques, especially
if it is a difficult topic. Although Dr. Guy told me that someone needs to see a challenging
topic six times to fully understand it, six sessions were too many to cover on one topic since
the math circle only meets once a week. I settled on three sessions per topic.
3. The series of three sessions should start off easy and become progressively more difficult.
The final session should include problems that are so difficult that one problem may take up
the entire two hours. Make sure to give the students as much time as possible to learn the
fundamentals of the topic.
4. It is important that the students spend more time solving problems than listening to the
lecturer. The lecturer should try not to speak for more than ten minutes straight during a
lecture.
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5. Spend even more time collecting beautiful problems from mathematical competitions from
various countries.
6. Most importantly, show enthusiasm, passion and love for mathematics. These feelings are
contagious and the students will catch on.

Example of a Series of Lectures
First Week:
For example, suppose the topic to be taught is the greatest common divisor and the Euclidean
algorithm. I will assume the reader knows what these terms mean and will not go through these
topics in detail. There are many nice problems for students to solve on this topic. The plan is to
spend three sessions on this topic, with the problems presented each week becoming progressively
difficult. For the first week, I will begin the lecture in the simplest way possible. For example, I
may ask the students “what the greatest common divisor of 14 and 35?” The students can solve
this problem either by inspection or by factoring. The answer is of course 7. Then we can ask the
students rhetorically, for which values of n does the equation
14x + 35y = n
have integer solutions. For students that have not seen this before, I will give them some time to
ponder over this problem. Within a few minutes, the students will realize that it is necessary that
n must be divisible by the greatest common divisor of 14 and 35, which is 7. By inspection, the
students can find a solution to the equation
14x + 35y = 7,
i.e. x = −2, y = 1. Subsequently, the students will find that if n is any multiple of 7, say, 7k where
k is an integer, then x = −2k, y = k is a solution to the equation 14x + 35y = n. So far so good.
We now proceed to the following problem: find all positive integers n such that the equation
3141x + 5926y = n
has integer solutions (x, y). The students will still figure out that n must be divisible by the greatest
common divisor of 3141 and 5926, which is 1. But finding integer solutions to
3141x + 5926y = 1
can no longer be done easily by inspection. Of course, you may have persevering students who will
adamantly find integer solutions to this equation by brute force. As the lecturer, you may want to
hint to them that there is a better way to find a solution. It is at this point that you will present the
Euclidean algorithm and how this algorithm can reveal an integer solution to this equation. Explain
clearly why the Euclidean algorithm yields the greatest common divisor of two integers and how it
yields a solution to 3141x + 5926y = 1. Finally, you can present and prove the following theorem.2
Theorem 1 Let a, b be integers and d the greatest common divisor of a and b. The equation
ax + by = n
has integer solutions if and only if n is divisible by d.
2 The

theorem is also called Bezout’s Lemma.
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The students will need to develop the intuition as to what this theorem says and why it is
true. Furthermore, if this equation has one solution, are there infinitely many solutions? What are
its interpretations when the equation is viewed as a line in the coordinate plane? These are things
(amongst many others) the lecturer should be getting the students to think about. Going from the
first problem to proving the theorem is an example of a student first solving a specific instance of a
problem to familiarize himself/herself with it, then proving the generalized result. Students need to
learn to go through this transition when doing mathematics.
Second Week:
A type of problem that can be given to the students on the second week can be the following.
Problem 1 Let a, b be two positive integers such that gcd(a, b) = 1. Suppose S is a set of integers
such that the following is true:
• if x, y ∈ S, then x − y ∈ S;
• a, b ∈ S.
Prove that S contains every integer.
The problem is somewhat challenging, but do-able. I will not reveal the full solution to the
reader. However, this problem does test a student’s understanding and intuition of the Euclidean
algorithm. This is an example of a problem that requires a fair bit of thinking about fundamental
principles. Students can play around and develop properties of the set S. Whether the derived
properties are useful or not is irrelevant. The key is that the students are engaging in the problem.
Without too much difficulty, the students will eventually solve this problem.
Third Week:
On the third week is when you can give extremely difficult problems involving the Euclidean algorithm. Consider the following problem from the 1996 United States of America Mathematical
Olympiad.

Problem 2 A calculator is broken so that the only keys that still work are the sin, cos, and tan
buttons, and their inverses (the arcsin, arccos, and arctan buttons). The display initially shows 0.
Given any positive rational number q, show that pressing some finite sequence of buttons will yield
the number q on the display. Assume that the calculator does real number calculations with infinite
precision. All functions are in terms of radians.
Welcome to the world of mathematical olympiads. Students at this point will require a lot
of mathematical savvy to even understand and develop good ideas for this problem. They will need
to understand the context for which the trigonometric functions are used. (Hint: Think right-angled
triangles.) They will need to understand how to display other rational numbers, given the current
number on display. Perhaps a simpler problem is to show 1 on the display. From there, have the
students demonstrate how to display other positive integers on the calculator. I would expect to
spend the entire two hours on this one problem alone. Another task that such a problem can accomplish is giving the students the experience of working on a problem for a long duration. Just
like how physical endurance is required for marathon runners, mental endurance is often required
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to solve difficult problems in mathematics. As always, encourage students to come up with ideas
and follow through with them. Whether the ideas work is irrelevant. The students will learn that
there is no single tool that can solve every mathematical problem. Even if you know that a student’s
idea is destined to fail, let it fail. So what if a student cannot solve one of the toughest problems
that can appear on an olympiad competition? As long as students’ ideas and imagination never
stop working and the students maintain enthusiasm, these students can only get better at problem
solving. The full solution to this problem involves multiple non-trivial steps. It may take another
session if needed, but the students will feel proud once they understand the solution to this difficult
problem. If you are a student reading this paper and you solved Problem 2, congratulations, you
just solved a very difficult mathematical olympiad problem.
The lecture portion of the Calgary Math Circle is only one of two parts of the math circle. I
offered practice competitions on the weekend, for which many students accepted. The competitions
consist of either three or five full solution problems (which depends on the format of the students’
upcoming competitions). Only one problem should be relatively easy. (The word “easy” used here
means the problem is easier than the others. Realistically, all problems are challenging. Being
able to solve even one problem is an impressive feat in itself.) An example of an easy problem is
the previously discussed Problem 1. The remaining problems are difficult such as the previously
discussed Problem 2. There may be a problem even more difficult than Problem 2 on a competition.
The four main topics of number theory, algebra, geometry and combinatorics should be covered.
The following is a good criteria for a good practice competition.
1. Include only one easy to medium problem. The remaining problems should not be easy. I find
that setting easy problems deliberately to try to boost a student’s confidence does not work
in the long run and often leaves students unprepared for the real competition.
2. Try to incorporate different topics for different problems.
3. One problem may be so hard that the lecturer cannot solve it. In this case, it is best that you
find a solution to the problem either by asking someone or by searching on the internet.
4. The practice competitions should simulate the competitions that the students will write, in
the length, style and difficulty of the competition.
5. The problems should be graded strictly, but reasonably. Make sure to give constructive feedback on the written aspect and presentation of the student’s work, especially if the reasoning
used in the solution is flawed or the presentation of the student’s work is messy. Common
constructive criticism of written work may include not showing sufficient work, grammatical
mistakes and inconsistent use of variables.
6. Learn your student’s strengths and weaknesses by paying attention to which topics the students
are comfortable and uncomfortable with.
In the end, aside from being exposed to beautiful mathematics, certain emotional characteristics such as patience, perseverance, hardship, ego, confidence and morale are tested for students.
In the long term, I would never consider it a bad thing for a student to endure hardship. Just like in
anything else in life, there will always be obstacles in the way to any destination and it is normal for
a student to struggle through periods at a time. Remember the advice I received at the Waterloo
seminar; work hard and don’t ever get discouraged.
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Success Stories

I have two inspirational anecdotes that came out of the Calgary Math Circle. The first concerns a
student, Hunter Spink, who was solving no more than one problem on every practice competition
for nearly an entire year. However, he learned something new each time and constantly improved
by writing more practice competitions and solving difficult math problems on his own. His problemsolving skills in all topics drastically improved and I am proud to say that Hunter was chosen for
the Canadian IMO team in 2009. The second anecdote involved another student, Danny Shi, from
the Calgary Math Circle. He did well on practice competitions. However, on the first of three
mathematical olympiads whose results decide the Canadian IMO team, Danny did not solve a single
problem on the competition. Needless to say, he was extremely disappointed. He decided to practice
hard, but found himself no longer enjoying mathematics. I tried to console him, but he appeared
too stunned to change his negative mindset for the remaining mathematical olympiads. Fortunately,
his father told him to simply enjoy what he does, regardless of the result. Why hate something
so much? Don’t worry about the results and just do your best. This is an important philosophy
of mine when it comes to anything in life. I truly feel that it is not worth wasting time to do
something that makes you miserable. Danny’s father’s words changed Danny. His attitude did a
180 degree turn and he was able to put his disappointment behind him. He performed admirably
in the later mathematical olympiads. Danny won an Honourable Mention on the United States of
America Mathematical Olympiad, which meant he was amongst the top 20 in both Canada and the
USA in the competition. This was an impressive feat and earned him a spot on the Canadian IMO
team in 2008, where he won a bronze medal, narrowly missing a silver medal by one point.
The Calgary Math Circle has students who have been chosen for the International Mathematical Olympiad team. The first was Jarno Sun. He made the 2007 Canadian IMO team when
he was in grade 10 and also made the 2008 Canadian IMO team where he won a bronze medal.
The second was Danny Shi, who made the 2008 Canadian IMO team where he also won a bronze
medal. In 2009, I am happy to announce that three students from the Calgary Math Circle are
chosen for the 2009 Canadian IMO team. These three are the aforementioned Jarno Sun, Danny
Shi and Hunter Spink. I honestly cannot take much credit for their success. I guided them in the
right direction. But truthfully, all three of these students (and several others) have far more natural
talent for mathematics than I ever had. These three are extremely talented and hard working. They
deserve all the accolades for their success. As of this writing, this team is training in Banff at the
Banff International Research Station (BIRS).

6

Conclusion

Mathematics is a beautiful subject and I enjoy sharing my passion with young mathematicians in
Calgary. The Calgary Math Circle was my brainchild and I am glad that many students were involved
and benefited from this program. A successful outreach program involves fun, enthusiasm and hard
work for the students. It also involves lectures and problems of varying difficulty that push a student
to his or her full potential. Through talent, hard work and a healthy competitive environment, any
student can triumph and excel in mathematical competitions. This includes being chosen for the
Canadian IMO team in the near future. The sharing of mathematics through organizing the Calgary
Math Circle is an extremely rewarding experience. I truly felt that what I have accomplished benefits
each and every student that participated. I would love to see a math circle in every city in Canada,
and perhaps in every city in the world.
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THE MALLARD SISTERS
Dennis Acreman , Dave Tomkins
Thompson Rivers University
Of course anyone who knew Jim knows the passion he had for taking students to the next
level. By challenging them, he was able to maximize the mathematical potential for countless
students. One of the techniques Jim utlilized was the Problem of the Week contest. Every week
Jim posted a particularly devilish problem for students to attempt to solve. At the end of the year,
book prizes would be awarded to the top students.
One particular year Jim became very concerned due to the low response rate for the contest.
He asked us all to publicize the Problem of the Week to our students to try to drum up business.
Always wanting to help, we decided to create a pair of students to participate in the contest. Now
we had to create names for them: Jessica and Sarah Mallard – the Mallard Sisters. Now, a mallard
is a wild duck and the French word for duck is canard – meaning a false or misleading story. With
Jim’s knowledge of languages and word play (he was a master at cryptic crosswords), we thought
this would give him a chance of figuring it out, but surprisingly he didn’t.
After informing the other department members about our scheme, we created the Mallard
Sisters’ first solution. When it was submitted, Jim asked everyone in the department if they had
either of them in their class. Somehow none of us did, but that never fazed Jim. Like clockwork,
every week their solution appeared in Jim’s mailbox and Jim would come bounding into the staffroom
beaming about their mathematical abilities. We would all play along, but it was extremely hard to
not to give the joke away.
Finally, when the joke had run its course, we told Jim about our little practical joke.
Although he was somewhat disappointed that the Mallard sisters were not going to be majoring in
mathematics, Jim laughed heartily along with rest of us. Jim’s love of mathematics was no stronger
than his love to laugh.

Corresponding author: dtomkins@tru.ca
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REFLECTIONS ON MATHEMATICS
Sheryl Bowie
Thompson Rivers University
Sometimes things just come together - events converge to a decisive, maybe even an inspirational, point - and one’s path is painfully obvious again. Just such a personal convergence began
for me at the Sharing Mathematics Conference held at Thompson Rivers University in Kamloops
this spring.
Currently, I am pursuing a BSc in Maths and Sciences at TRU, due to graduate next spring.
Math does not come easily to me. It’s a constant struggle for understanding - huge homework for
me and my belaboured instructors. Remembering the How-To bits is not enough - I have a deep
need to understand Why things work out as they do. The applied disciplines are the ones that
make my heart race - Calculus, Euclidean Geometry, and Statistics are like playing with puzzles all
day. However, despite the pleasure I take in the often painful process of learning Maths, that is
not my primary reason for being in university. I want to teach some day: Math and Science, but
mostly Math. And that’s what this Conference was about for me - teaching Math - Dr. Jim Totten’s
passion.
I would be branded a hypocrite if I started first by singing Jim’s praises as a teacher. In
fact, I ran screaming from his second year classroom before the first week was out - my confidence
shattered and my entire future in question. One of my heroes (university life is riddled with heroes
and mentors, some at the front of the classroom and some at the back, but I digress) advised me to
change classes and I did so. I was bitter and frustrated for quite some time but I made it through.
For a long time I felt it was in spite of Dr. Totten, certainly not because of him.
Jim was a constant presence in Faculty Annex A (the portable in which our school houses
the Math department). One could not be a serious Math groupie without encountering his welcoming
smile whenever one sought help - even if one hustled determinedly on down the hall past his office.
It was disconcerting. How could I be frustrated and angry with someone who always greeted me
cheerily, and when given the opportunity asked with genuine concern how my studies were going?
He always seemed to have time for students, even for those like me who felt they would have been
failures in his eyes. As I entered upper level courses I became a shadow in FAA; often my hours did
not match those of my instructors. But it seemed Jim was always there. In desperation I began to
ask his help, regardless of what discipline was giving me grief at the time. He was always willing and he was always able. His ability to switch direction when the fog descended on this poor student
was inspirational to an aspiring teacher.
I realised one day when I left his office after having conquered a particularly querulous
Geometry problem that I had much to learn from Jim. His teaching style and my learning style
were not a good mesh in the classroom, but the trick for a slowpoke like me would have been to take
his classes twice on purpose, once for learning and once to succeed. Unfortunately, he was already
retired by then, and that path was no longer open. I determined that I could follow him - like a
Math apprentice - by helping with his travelling Math show. Late one afternoon I went to his office
and volunteered my services and, no surprise, Jim welcomed and encouraged my participation. He
sent me over to talk to Dr. Richard Taylor who would be handling the next show since Jim was
Corresponding author: sdbowie@gmail.com
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going away for a few days. Richard and I agreed that I would begin helping when Jim got back from
his visit.
But Jim never came back.
Jim never came back, but it seems the opportunity to learn from him has never gone away.
At the celebration of Jim’s life I spoke with past students - friends of mine - and learned about
patience and determination, not only theirs as students but his as a teacher. One of Jim’s friends
pointed out that Jim never asked more of his students than he gave. I learned about how love of
subject and love of teaching were only facets of a much larger person, a man involved with multiple
aspects of his community, and devoted to his family and friends. The lessons I was taught there,
as those who knew him well shared their memories of a special man, were humbling and again inspiring. Even after his death, Jim continues to show me what it means to be a teacher.
What a fitting tribute to Dr. Totten the Sharing Mathematics Conference was! For me,
it was all about teaching: how to reach students of all learning styles and abilities, how to engage
the world outside school in the delight of Mathematics, how to overcome the roadblocks sometimes
encountered when we try to instruct. I saw teachers with ideas that paralleled my own, still others
with entirely new approaches. I participated in seminars that left me confused and befuddled, and
eager for more. I felt that I was progressing both as a Math student and as a Math teacher and
most of all I developed a sense of urgency.
The frustration and doubt I faced when I left Jim’s second year classroom has been replaced
by a need to be in the classroom, trying to help others to acquire this gift of knowledge that I have
received. I feel I have not only the Mathematical facts that I need to succeed, but some good
ideas about how to share them. This, I think, is a fitting tribute to Jim sharing a legacy of both
Mathematical enthusiasm and teaching excellence. He was an inspiration, and so was this conference.
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THE KAMLOOPS GOLF AND UNIVERSITY COUNTRY CLUB
Egan J Chernoff
University of Saskatchewan
Looking back on 1995 through 1999, my life in Kamloops was split, I dare say evenly,
between being a student at the University College of the Cariboo (UCC) and a member of the
Kamloops Golf & Country Club (KG & CC). In fact, if I was not at UCC you could find me at or
on my way to the KG & CC, and if I was not at the KG & CC you could find me at or on my way
to UCC. Alternatively stated, for four years of my life I was a member of a very unique club, which
I will call and later define as, the Kamloops Golf and University Country Club (K G&U CC). Jim
Totten was also a member of what I call the Kamloops Golf and University Country Club, which
gave me a unique opportunity to get to know Jim inside and outside of the classroom.
While at UCC I was fortunate enough to have taken two classes from Jim. In the Fall
semester of 1997 I took (read: barely passed ) Euclidean Geometry (Math 308), and in the Winter
semester of 1998 I took Elementary Number Theory (Math 312). While taking those courses it was
abundantly clear to me, and others, that Jim had an intense passion for mathematics. Years later,
once I was able to truly see the forest for the trees, it also became abundantly clear to me that
Jim had an intense passion for the teaching and learning of mathematics. The conference Sharing
Mathematics – A tribute to Jim Totten and the resultant proceedings are a testament to both of
his passions. However, Jim’s passion for the teaching and learning of mathematics manifested itself
in other ways, which should also be documented. Jim’s office door was always, and I mean always,
open. Further, no matter what your question or how many times you went to visit Jim in his office
(even if it was for the very same question), he always treated you with respect, patience, and did his
very best to answer your question without ‘giving away’ the answer to the problem (an approach I
did not understand until years later).
As most of you know, Jim also had passions outside the classroom. Golf was one. There
is a common saying amongst golfers, “you drive for show, but putt for dough”. Loosely translated,
while long, straight shots hit with the driver are impressive, powerful, and aesthetically pleasing,
the true game of golf is played on the greens. In other words, a 300-yard drive and a one-foot putt
count the same on a scorecard. However, not for Jim! If I were to summarize his attitude towards
the game of golf in a single statement, Jim loved to “drive for show”. In fact, his new TaylorMade
driver was often the topic of our discussions both inside and outside of the classroom. That said,
and perhaps fueling his passion to “drive for show,” Jim was also able to “putt for dough”.
At the K G&U CC our paths crossed consistently. Whether it was before, during, or after
a round of golf, Jim always took the time to stop, say hello, and ask how things were going both
with my schooling and with my golf game. However, and more often than not, our interaction at
the KG & CC was restricted to a hand wave: him from the 14th tee box as I walked up the 10th
fairway. This predominant interaction between us at the KG & CC is directly related to us both
being members of what I previously called the Kamloops Golf and University Country Club.
I define a member of the Kamloops Golf and University Country Club as someone who was
a member of the Kamloops Golf and Country Club that was also associated, in some manner, with
the University College of the Cariboo. However, to truly be a member of the club you also had to
Corresponding author: egan.chernoff@usask.ca
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take advantage of the most precious commodity available to members, the ability to play 18 holes
on a weekday due to early afternoon tee times. For the majority of the KG & CC members playing
18 holes on a weekday was not an option because most got off of work too late in the day or the
course became either too busy or too dark. Luckily, for Jim, myself, and a few others we were able
to slip to the course for a quick, uninterrupted 18 holes and then head back home or to UCC to
continue on with our mathematics. Sure enough, as I continually strode up the 10th fairway I would
see Jim standing on the 14th tee waiting eagerly to “drive for show”. With a simple hand gesture
we continually confirmed our membership in the Kamloops Golf and University Country Club.
Despite all the times we crossed paths at the KG & CC, Jim and I played together only
once. I remember the occasion quite well. One afternoon, while standing on the 14th tee, Jim and
Kirk Evenrude joined my friend Jason Albert and I for the last five holes. We enjoyed an afternoon
of sunshine and, actually, some good golf. After the round we shook hands, spent a few minutes in
the clubhouse entering our scores and headed back to UCC. Interestingly, the perks associated with
being members of the Kamloops Golf and University Country Club never came up during the round
we shared. This has led me to conclude that there are only two rules of the Kamloops Golf and
University Country Club, which are very simple. The first rule of the Kamloops Golf and University
Country Club: you do not talk about the Kamloops Golf and University Country Club. The second
rule of the Kamloops Golf and University Country Club: you do not talk about the Kamloops Golf
and University Country Club. But I, and I know Jim would too, highly recommend becoming a
member.
Sincerely,
Egan J Chernoff.
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JIM’S LEGACY IN THE COMMUNITY
David Leeming
University of Victoria
Those of us who were fortunate enough to go to the ‘Sharing Mathematics’ event following
the annual BC Mathematics and Statistics Articulation Committee at Thompson Rivers University
in Kamloops in May 2009 will remember the many great tributes to Jim. These were personal
recollections delivered by almost every speaker at the event. This was not unexpected, though, since
these were colleagues and friends of Jim and we were gathered there to honour Jim and celebrate
his life which ended far too soon.
Since a Greek dinner is always (since about 1985) mandatory during the Articulation meetings, our hosts had arranged for us to dine at Minos’ Greek Restaurant on Tranquille Road in
Kamloops. About forty of us attended and were greeted by the owner, George, who managed to
accommodate us all in one area of his restaurant. It was a memorable evening, with lots of good
food and wine – yes, even a little retsina!
On leaving Minos’ Restaurant, our excellent host, George, inquired as to why so many math
types were gathered in one place. We told him that, in part, we were in Kamloops for an event to
honour Jim. It was then that we came to understand more fully the legacy that Jim had left on his
own community. Fighting back tears, George’s first words in response were, “Oh, I miss Jimmy so
much”. He then went on to tell us that Jim had taught both his daughters. Long after they left
TRU, Jim would ask George how they were doing. He was genuinely interested in their progress.
Apparently Jim was a regular at Minos’. Sometimes, he would provide George with samples of his
own baklava, which George admitted was excellent.
So, this unsolicited short tale provides us with a glimpse of the man as he related to others
in his community of Kamloops. We are not surprised as it seems completely in character. Jim, you
are missed by many.

Corresponding author: leemingd@uvic.ca
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A TRIBUTE TO JIM TOTTEN’S MEMORY
Adriana Stefan
Thompson Rivers University
When I think of Jim Totten, my memories go back to my beginnings as a math instructor
at UCC, when I first met him. He was very knowledgeable in many areas and was always cheerful.
His wonderful attitude towards life encouraged everyone to participating in conversations not only
about math, but sports (especially hockey and hiking), nature, finances, education, politics, etc. He
had lots of interests and was willing to share experiences with colleagues and friends.
Jim was and still is one of the most respected teachers on campus. He never forgot anyone
who had made a contribution to the growth of our university/college. I remember him initiating
John Ciriani’s celebration as one of the founders of our school. His enthusiasm was contagious,
motivating everyone into being part of the department’s life and culture.
Jim made a big contribution to the promotion of our institution to the university status. In
addition, he actively encouraged bringing into our department some “young blood” as he used to
say, meaning to hire young and energetic instructors connected in some respect with our school and
that were willing to work towards its growth.
As a “Crux ” editor, he got in touch with many mathematicians from all over the world,
including Romanian mathematicians. Hence, we used to talk about their work and contribution to
math.
Almost everyone recalls Jim’s love for math puzzles and his toys that he brought in at
several Open House events of our school/department. Kids, parents, students and instructors, all
were captivated by Jim’s magic words about the fun and the rewards math can bring into our lives.
Hence, all started working on solving some of the puzzles and spending time directly or indirectly
doing some forms of math.
Several times I had Jim visit my Math 190 classes. This is a TRU course offered for
Elementary School Teachers. Jim tried to teach everyone the beauty of math. Moreover, he tried to
encourage those Math 190 students to overcome their fear for math, fear passed on, eventually, by
teachers who couldn’t do math. His toys were a delight for my students who asked me to invite Jim
again. I remember Patricia, one of my students offering her help for Jim’s outreach to the Pacific
Elementary School, where he went regularly to spread the word about the beauty of math. There
very young students played with solving some of his toys.
Besides being a wonderful math promoter I’ll always respect Jim for his humanity. The
encouragement and support he offered to students nurtured a good attitude towards life, profession
and especially math. Many times he came to me to tell me about some conversations he had with
some of my students working in shops or restaurants that were inspired by my good attitude and
support for them to not drop out and give up easily on math.
I’ll never forget Jim as a great person, always smiling and inspiring people to be engaged
in many activities that are cheerful for mind and spirit, but mostly in doing math as a hobby and
promoting math as a rewarding profession to all – individual and society. He’ll live in our memories
as a fellow man, colleague, teacher and wonderful mathematician.
Corresponding author: astefan@tru.ca
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PANEL DISCUSSION OF THE ROLE OF CONTESTS IN
ENRICHMENT AND OUTREACH
Sheryl Bowie and Susan Kinniburgh
Thompson Rivers University
The concluding panel discussion for the conference led primarily to questioning whether or
not contests serve as an effective method of outreach. Below is a synopsis of the discussion.
A wide variety of opinion was expressed. Contests provide enrichment for students and
teachers but do not reach a wide enough audience to be the sole form of outreach. Further questions
were posed to address the use of technology in contests and outreach. There is an overall lack of
technology integration in both, but ways to incorporate technology were discussed.
Participation in contests can be a rewarding experience for many, and participation is often
cited as a higher priority than is winning. Rather than equating success with a high score, some
students and teachers find enrichment in the networking opportunities and other activities that
accompany the contest. Students who enjoy math may be viewed negatively by their peers, but a
contest that unites many students who all have positive attitudes about math allows them to see that
liking math is indeed acceptable. Since secondary school classes include a wide range of students,
it is not always possible for exceptional students to be appropriately challenged. Participating in a
difficult math contest may provide the challenge necessary to keep the students engaged. Contests
provide an environment that challenges exceptional students and allows them to interact with other
exceptional students.
As well as benefits to students, contests can serve as professional development for teachers.
Consider the BC High School Math Contest which includes a final round contest day hosted at postsecondary institutions throughout the province. Many teachers view the contest day as an occasion
for networking at which they may discuss successful teaching techniques. A teacher who attends the
contest events can then return to his or her classroom with fresh ideas on how to approach certain
topics or incorporate new technology. Prior to the contest day, past exams are used for coaching
and further enrichment.
The competitive nature of contests may hinder its usefulness as an outreach tool. The
students that participate in contests are typically those who excel in class and are accustomed to
receiving high grades for their efforts; however, in most contests the questions are designed to be
more challenging and low scores are not unusual. The students who do well in contests are rewarded
for their efforts; those who do not may find the experience discouraging. A student who goes into a
contest thinking he or she is good at math may leave feeling otherwise. Furthermore, contests are
aimed at students who already show an aptitude for math and may exclude students that are less
adept. Math outreach should generally be more inclusive. Contests do serve as enrichment for many
students and teachers, but not extensively enough to serve as the only form of outreach.
The lack of technology integration in contests and outreach is seen as a deficit to students.
The introduction of technology to a contest or outreach program requires students to learn new
problem solving techniques. However, in a competitive environment, a student may be disadvantaged
not by his or her own skills, but by the lack of exposure to specific technology that may be available
at other schools. It is for this reason that math contests typically disallow the use of calculators
Corresponding author: sdbowie@gmail.com, susan.kinniburgh@gmail.com
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and leave students with only their pencils, papers, and brains to work through the test. This lack
of technology does, however, put a damper on the integration of real world problems.
Given the current use of mathematics in industry and research, it is important that students
gain an early understanding of the position of mathematics in this world. Rather than maintaining
contests strictly under the current model, it may be beneficial to introduce modelling and optimisation contests. These contests would likely pose a challenging problem to a team of students
(and possibly teachers) that must then work together. Students would not only be introduced to
a new problem solving technique, but would also have to learn how to present their solutions in a
comprehensible manner. It would be interesting to see how introduction of these real life problems
could be integrated into a contest setting.
While some see contests as enriching, others will find the exams daunting. Since contests
cannot reach all individuals in the same manner, it is important that other forms of outreach are
maintained. Using technology allows students to develop new problem solving techniques that are
essential for future success. Therefore, the effectiveness of these outreach programs and contests may
be furthered by introducing technology such as that used for modelling. Contests in their current
form are a useful form of enrichment, but there are many ways to improve their effectiveness as an
outreach tool.
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Plenary Talks
A Mathematical Musing: Wonder, Elegance, and Beauty of Numbers
John Grant McLoughlin, University of New Brunswick
Wednesday May 13, 16:30 – 18:00, Clock Tower Alumni Theatre
The world of numbers is filled with intriguing ideas and patterns. Beneath the surface are
mathematical ideas waiting to be unearthed. The presentation brings attention to the beauty
and the elegance underlying numbers including curiosities (e.g. 2592 = 25 × 92 ), visual connections to shapes (circles, triangles, squares), and unfamiliar takes on common processes such as
multiplication. Problem solving, number tricks, poetry, and anecdotes will be woven through
the talk to open the door into various facets of the wonder of numbers.
The public lecture is offered in a spirit of outreach intended for anyone who may (or who may
not yet) enjoy mathematics. High school students, teachers, armchair math puzzlers, the TRU
community and friends of Jim Totten are all welcome.

Some New Initiatives at Math Central
Harley Weston, University of Regina
Thursday May 14, 9:00 – 10:00, IB 1015
I will present a brief overview of Math Central (MathCentral.uregina.ca) and then talk about two
initiatives taking place this summer. One has the working title of Mathematics and Indigenous
People and the other involves the Industrial Problem Solving Workshop sponsored by the Pacific
Institute for the Mathematical Sciences.

Hands-free Teaching
Jennifer Hyndman, University of Northern British Columbia
Friday May 15, 9:00 – 10:00, IB 1015
Teaching in a mathematics classroom without using my hands lead to some expected and some
unexpected outcomes. I experimented with tools that are now commonly used in blended classes
and I used teaching strategies that gave me great insight into student learning but taught the
students little. My views on teaching were fundamentally and irrevocably changed by not being
able to use standard techniques for teaching mathematics. I’ll discuss what techniques I’ve kept
and what I’ll never do again.
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Contributed Talks
Mathematics 142 – Mathematics for Visual Arts
Dennis Acreman, Thompson Rivers University
Friday May 15, 11:00 – 11:25, IB 1008
This course is designed to present topics from Mathematics which are relevant in a Visual Arts
context. These topics include techniques which are useful to artists such as ratio and proportion,
and compass and straightedge constructions but also topics that discuss how Mathematics and
Art have a very long history of intellectual connections such as in the Cubist movement and in
the symbolic use and interpretations of numbers.
In this talk I will explore some of these ideas, show some sample assignments and most importantly, show some examples of student artwork which have been produced for this course. I
view this course as a good example of Jim Totten’s view that Mathematics is for everyone and
can be shared in a positive and rewarding way.

Coming together through mathematics: mathematics as an individual and
cultural endeavor.
Melania Alvarez-Adem, Pacific Institute of the Mathematical Sciences
Thursday May 14, 10:30 – 10:55, IB 1020
Different ways of approaching a mathematical problem do not provide different solutions. However a richer and deeper knowledge of mathematics can be attained by looking at the many
different ways individuals and/or cultures produce a solution to a mathematical problem. The
Pacific Institute for the Mathematical Sciences has developed a variety of outreach programs
that have brought together mathematicians, teachers and aboriginal people through respecting
others ways of learning and knowing.

From Elementary School to University: Ideas for Mathematical Enrichment
Deanna Baxter and Lisa Lajeunesse, Capilano University
Thursday May 14, 14:30 – 14:55, IB 1015
Capilano University has a long history of participating in mathematics outreach activities that
target three main groups of students: elementary, secondary and 1st and 2nd year university
students.
This overview of our outreach activities will describe how the hosting of the High School Math
Contest led to the creation of monthly enrichment sessions for local high school students with
mathematical topics drawn from outside the standard high school curriculum.
More recently, we began regularly hosting a SNAP Math Fair in which university-level students
studying math education reach out to primary school students through puzzles and games
based on mathematical problem solving. We will show a brief documentary filmed at Capilano
University during our second SNAP math fair. The documentary includes interviews with
faculty, elementary school teachers, and some of the university and primary students involved.
Finally, we will discuss some outreach activities designed to engage 1st and 2nd year university
students. This level of student has been more difficult to reach and we will share some of our
failures and successes as well as our ideas for the future.
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Where is the boundary?
Richard Brewster, Thompson Rivers University
Thursday May 14, 13:30 – 13:55, IB 1020
In second year I took three courses from Jim Totten: two Computing Science courses and one
Mathematics courses. This blend of computing and math has been a constant theme throughout
my career. In this talk I will present some basic ideas on bipartite matchings in graphs with
applications to scheduling. The material is a blend of math and computing and leads us to the
question, “where is the boundary?”
This talk is followed by two student presentations where the theory of scheduling is put into
practice.

The Relationship between Missing Graded Homework and Student Outcomes
for Undergraduate Mathematics Courses
Lorraine Dame, University of Victoria
Friday May 15, 10:30 – 10:55, IB 1010
What factors significantly correlate with a student missing graded homework and what relationship does missing graded homework have with failure outcomes in university level first year
math? Data from an anonymous in-class survey were used to analyze the correlation of math
help and other factors at the University of Victoria (UVic) with the proportion of missing graded
homework for these students. Course grade sheets for the spring term of 2008 were used to analyze the relationship between the proportion of missing graded homework and failure outcomes.
The results of this analysis allow us to infer that an improvement in class attendance, individual
performance satisfaction, number of suggested problems completed, satisfaction with math and
stats support and frequency of visits to the assistance centre could have a positive influence
on student success rates. These factors are predictors of a lower proportion of missing graded
homework and students who miss less graded homework are also significantly less likely to fail.

This course is FANtastic!
Malgorzata Dubiel, Simon Fraser University
Thursday May 14, 11:30 – 11:55, IB 1020
In response to the new SFU Admission requirements, SFU Department of Mathematics has
created a course, FAN X99, Foundations of Analytic and Quantitative Reasoning. The course
is a requirement for students entering SFU without a sufficient mathematics background. The
philosophy behind the course can be described as ”remedial through problem solving”. We use
problems to introduce mathematical concepts, foster mathematical thinking and keep students
engaged. While the approach makes many students uneasy at the beginning of the course, it
does change the attitudes of many of them; the title of the talk is a quote from one student’s
course evaluation.
In the talk, I will describe how we teach the course, and will share some of our favourite
problems.
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Motivating Conceptual Learning through Mathematical Misconceptions
Nora Franzova, Langara College, and John Grant McLoughlin, University of New
Brunswick
Thursday May 14, 13:30 – 13:55, IB 1015
Surprising results challenge us to think in novel ways. Intuition is a wonderful thing and when
the solution counters that intuition there is fertile ground for learning. Counterintuitive results
offer a rich avenue for teaching conceptual ideas. The motivation for learning is enhanced
through the engagement emerging from being surprised. An example of such a problem is
offered here:
Suppose that a bin contains G green balls and R red balls. Two balls are to be
selected without replacement. It is known that the probability of selecting one green
and one red ball is exactly 1/2. What do we know about the relationship between
the number of green and red balls?
It is not often that permission is given to simply try a variety of problems knowing that the
instinctive responses are likely to be wrong. That’s encouraged as we play with a range of elementary problems and discuss the mathematics underlying the misconceptions. The pedagogical
value of integrating such examples into the teaching of mathematics will also be discussed. Of
course, there may be a problem with no surprises, but in this session you may not trust your
intuition on that one.

Mathematics lecture techniques: Shock and Awe, Awe and Wonder
Daryl Funk, Thompson Rivers University
Thursday May 14, 10:30 – 10:55, IB 1015
The mathematics lecture is often viewed as having to fulfill two opposing objectives: 1) a
prescribed amount of content is to be delivered, and 2) students are to be motivated and
inspired. Somehow the best lectures are able to reconcile these. As a student in his Winter 2007
Abstract Algebra class, I found Jim Totten’s lectures did so. Viewing a mathematics lecture
as theatre may provide a conceptual framework for thinking about lectures which both inform
and inspire. Some lessons from Theatre Studies are considered, along with some implications
for the mathematics lecture.
This talk draws heavily from two sources, the first being an article by Melissa Rodd, “Witness
as Participation: the Lecture Theatre as Site for Mathematical Awe and Wonder” (For the
Learning of Mathematics, March 2003). Secondly, my own reflections upon my experiences as
a student, in particular as a student of Jim’s, and as a lecturer, provide some thoughts on the
mathematics lecture as theatre.
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The Scheduling Consultants: Students’ experiences working with the “real”
world.
Ken Jones∗ and Jon Ma, Thompson Rivers University (students)
Thursday May 14, 14:00 – 14:25, IB 1020
As part of MATH 441 – Discrete Optimization, students are required to do project with a
community partner. We approached Dollarama with the hope of encountering an Inventory
Problem that we could optimize based on rate of sales and store space. Reality was vastly
different from what we had dreamt. There were no in-store records of sales. The Store Manager
admitted that he had no control over the incoming stock, with head office sending the stock
they felt the store needed. So our hopes of crafting an elegant program were crushed.
We, nevertheless, forged ahead and encountered a very different and a very real problem faced
by the store manager. In this talk I will outline the process we undertook, and the eventual
problem we solved.

Mathematics and Critical Thinking
Lee L. Keener, University of Northern British Columbia
Thursday May 14, 11:30 – 11:55, IB 1015
It is common to hear our colleagues deplore the apparent lack of critical thinking skills in many
of their students, or sometimes in their peers. That wide-spread innumeracy (as John Paulos
termed it) is a factor in this phenomenon seems clear. Intellectuals from Arthur Koestler
to Karl Marx have been less than immune to attacks of the disease. It will be argued that
mathematicians have an opportunity and even a responsibility to adopt strategies that enhance
the critical thinking skills of our students and counter the siren song of pseudoscience. This can
be done at all levels of the educational system and within the context of our discipline. Some
modest suggestions for such strategies will be offered.

Exam Scheduling at TRU
Susan Kinniburgh and Laura Teshima, Thompson Rivers University (students)
Thursday May 14, 14:30 – 14:55, IB 1020
Our project for MATH 441 – Discrete Optimization was to compute a conflict free exam schedule
for Summer 2008. We wanted to apply our classroom knowledge to a real problem, and we also
wanted to compete against the commercial scheduling software purchased by the university.
The biggest challenge we faced were the limits imposed by the LINDO software package. In this
talk we will describe the problem, the limitations imposed by LINDO, and our solution using a
multistage process.
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Iterations to Identity
Alex Liu, Kwantlen Polytechnic University
Thursday May 14, 11:00 – 11:25, IB 1020
When inverse functions are studied as a topic in Precalculus, self-inverse functions like f (x) =
2x−3
x−2 are often mentioned because the second iterations of these functions are the identity
function: f (f (x)) = x. A curious mind would naturally look for functions whose third or higher
iterations are the identity function. Because simple rational functions r(x) = ax+b
cx+d are probably
the only non-trivial family of functions whose iterations remain members of the same family,
a
we took a close look at functions in the form of r(x) = x−p
+ q and generated many interesting
results. As the number of iterations increases, so does the difficulty
of the algebra involved.

cos(2π/n) − sin(2π/n)
n
Given that T (n) = I if T (n) =
and that uncanny similarity
sin(2π/n) cos(2π/n)


d −b
1
dx−b
−1
of r(x) = ax+b
and
the
inverse
T
=
of
of the inverse r−1 (x) = −cx+a
cx+d
ad−bc
−c a


a b
θx−sin θ
T =
, we singled out r(x, θ) = cos
sin θx+cos θ to establish our main result.
c d

Exploring Mathematics Through A Combinatorial Game
Gary MacGillivray, Mathematics and Statistics, University of Victoria
Friday May 15, 11:00 – 11:25, IB 1010
The perfect-information pursuit game “Cops and Robber” will be used as an example to illustrate how advanced mathematical concepts can be introduced via easily accessible combinatorial
games. Using a few notions from graph theory that will be described when they arise, topics
like algorithms, characterizations, induction, quantifiers, relations, inequalities (bounds), generalization, and others will be raised, with the door left open for further exploration and discovery.
Some unsolved problems will also be described.

Touchable Math - creating physical models to teach concepts in first-year
math and stats courses.
Lesley Robinson, Thompson Rivers University
Friday May 15, 10:30 – 10:55, IB 1008
Many first-year students, particularly non-math-major students taking math and stats courses,
have trouble understanding various concepts and interpreting graphs and diagrams that might
help their understanding. I have often wondered if these students could be helped by having
tangible, physical 3d models that they could hold in their hands. I remember Jim telling me
once that he planned to get involved in making wooden puzzles after he retired. This conference
to honour Jim has inspired me to try my hand at creating some models, mostly in wood, using
a scroll saw and a lathe. I will present some models, along with student exercises that could be
used with the models and patterns that you can use to make your own models.
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Proofs in Linear Algebra
Adriana Stefan, Thompson Rivers University
Thursday May 14, 11:00 – 11:25, IB 1015
Open Learning University offers students university courses by correspondence, giving them the
opportunity to study independently by following some guidelines and by consulting a tutor. Recently I have developed the Linear Algebra course, offered by OL. My goal was to help students
make the transition from high school math courses, even calculus courses to linear algebra.
One big challenge for students taking linear algebra is to conduct proofs. To make them understand the nature, the need and the techniques of conducting proofs, I considered adding to their
course material an appendix explaining some techniques used in general for proving a theorem
or a statement and in particular used in Linear Algebra. In my talk I will present some of these
techniques used to conduct proofs and some examples of such proofs applied to Linear Algebra.

The Calgary Math Circle:
Olympiad

Journey to the International Mathematical

Adrian Tang, University of Calgary
Thursday May 14, 14:00 – 14:25, IB 1015
It is the dream of many high school math enthusiasts to participate in the International Mathematical Olympiad (IMO). The Calgary Math Circle was created in 2005 to nurture the mathematical talents of students in the Calgary area and prepare these students to succeed in mathematical olympiad competitions. With stories of triumph and setbacks, this talk is about my
experience in organizing problem-solving sessions at the Calgary Math Circle. There are three
main goals of this math circle: to teach the students mathematics and problem-solving skills
required to succeed at the IMO and in their future careers, to teach the students how to communicate mathematics clearly in both verbal and written forms, and to motivate the students
to learn mathematics independently beyond what is presented at the math circle. This talk will
present the teaching strategies that helped two Calgary high school students successfully attain
their dreams of winning medals at the IMO.
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